BUILDING TYPES STUDY:

RECORD HOUSES OF 1974
PLUS APARTMENTS OF THE YEAR

TWENTY EXCEPTIONAL HOUSES AND EIGHT MULTI-FAMILY PROJECTS
SELECTED FOR THE 1974 AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE FOR DESIGN
Armstrong introduces Sundial.

A cushioned, no-wax floor that's priced right for the builder.

Now there's a floor for your new homes that has everything your prospects want—at a price that's right for your market. It's called Sundial, and it's comfortable, beautiful, and easy to care for.

Sundial is easy to care for because it shines without waxing—far longer than an ordinary vinyl floor. Because home buyers know they can say good-bye to waxing, stripping, and rewaxing, your homes have greater sales appeal.

Sundial is also a comfortable floor to walk on, because it's cushioned. And Sundial comes in six- and twelve-foot widths for seamless installation in most kitchens.

For more information on how Armstrong no-wax floors can make your homes more appealing to prospective buyers, contact your local Armstrong contractor, or write to Armstrong, 305 Rock Street, Lancaster, Pa. 17604.

Floor design copyrighted by Armstrong
Potlatch has a feel for the barn board look.

We call it Weatherworn.

The first time you see Potlatch's dramatic Weatherworn plank paneling you'll probably touch it to see if it's "real." That's because we've totally captured the authentic weathered effect of ancient siding sculptured and toned by years of exposure to the elements.

You'll never lose that feeling—or the beautiful natural look Weatherworn brings to your home—inside or outside. Weatherworn's easy-to-handle individual boards make it the perfect choice for entry, walls, wainscote or ceiling—wherever you want that rugged country look.

Potlatch Weatherworn plank paneling can be specified for interior or exterior use; it's factory finished in weathered gray or black.

Weatherworn. The weathered look without the wait.

We know our way in the woods.

Potlatch Corporation
Wood Products Group
P.O. Box 5414
Spokane, Washington 99205
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TEST PROVES: NO NYLON FIBER HIDES SOIL BETTER THAN ENKALURE II.

The truth is out about soil-hiding nylon commercial carpet fiber.

Enkalure II is as good as the best.

It’s been tested and proven by the independent testing laboratory, Nationwide Consumer Testing Institute. They placed carpets made of the leading nylon fibers in one of the most heavily traffic’d airports in the country.

And when the results came in, Enkalure II’s soil-hiding ability proved to be every bit as good as the best-known soil-hiding nylon.

The reason is that, unlike conventional nylon fibers, Enkalure II bulked continuous filament nylon has no deep grooves to trap and hold dirt. Also, its special multilobal construction causes light actually to bounce off the fiber in every direction. So the color looks clean, even when the carpet is dirty.

Then there’s another test. Each prototype carpet is tested by Nationwide to make certain it meets our specifications. That’s why we can guarantee that Enkalure II carpet will wear no more than an average of 10% for 5 years when certified by Nationwide and the mill, and when properly installed and maintained—or we’ll replace it.

If you have the kind of floor that takes a lot of traffic, you should specify Enkalure II.

For specific carpet information and a 14-page report of the test results, contact American Enka (Dept. AR), 530 5th Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10036. (212) 661-6600.
There are hardly any limits to the length or shape this sofa can assume. Individual elements are simply linked together to construct the length. The shape of even the longest sofa can be changed at will, by merely moving the "Nonstop" into the desired configuration—straight, zonal or serpentine. Available upholstered in selection of our Swiss thers and suedes.

Tendig, Inc., 410 E. 62 St.
New York City 10021

For NONSTOP brochure.
Wood. Harvested from carefully managed forests. And specially adapted by Simpson to help you turn your ideas into reality.

A variety of special products manufactured with the knowledge and skills handed down through more than 80 years of experience. Always meeting the highest quality standards in the industry.

As we continue to develop new and improved products, you can always be sure of one thing. We'll only make those products we feel we can make better than anyone else.

We don't think you should have to settle for anything less. Simpson
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Natural resources.
Cubicals.
Because today's institutions don't have to look institutional.

Cubicals take an institution away from the institutional look of yesterday. And give classrooms, dormitories, hospital labs, even business offices a distinctive design personality for today.

Cubicals are an exciting moderately-priced system of interlocking 13 1/4" cubes, half-cubes and drawers. They can be made into shelves, storage units, or whatever. Their red, white, yellow or black colors look anything but ordinary. Yet cubicals can display and organize materials beautifully.

Whether you use one or a dozen, Cubicals leave an impression that will last through extra years of service. Their colors can't fade or chip, and cleaning couldn't be simpler.

See why Cubicals are great shapes for furnishings to be in. Write: Amoco Chemicals Corporation, Room 4124-A, 200 East Randolph Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60601.

for the way it is today

Amoco Chemicals Corporation
Pull dust, pollen, smoke and profit right out of the air.

'ou wouldn't think of designing or building a home without central air conditioning, right?

For just a little more, you can add the Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner . . . and offer air that's both cool and clean.

This efficient unit removes up to 95% of all dust, smoke and pollen passing through. Homebuyers go for it because it helps them live in a cleaner environment. And the lady of the house is sure to like the fact that walls, drapes and furniture remain clean longer.

From your point of view, the Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner provides a tangible, competitive point of difference. You add major extra value to your homes at minor extra cost.

The Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner installs in the return air duct or grille of any forced air furnace or central air conditioning system. Lightweight cells remove easily and clean in the dishwasher.

Clean air for the home buyer. Extra profit for you, right out of the air. That's the story of the Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner. You'll find complete specs in Sweet's. For special contractor quotations, call or write Honeywell.

Honeywell
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General Telephone & Electronics Corporation wanted commercial carpet that didn’t look commercial, a style to complement the distinctive architecture of their new world headquarters in Stamford, Conn. At the same time GTE wanted to take full advantage of the long-term appearance retention inherent in carpet with pile of Antron* nylon. From the wide variety of styles now available in "Antron" they specified this ribbed-texture construction in four custom colors for a total of 35,000 sq. yds.

What you see is what you’ll get for a long time. “Antron” is the soil-hiding carpet fiber. Its ability to diffuse light helps blend soil concentrations into the overall look of the carpet (normally they would show up as spots). Also, being nylon, “Antron” gives carpet exceptional durability and resistance to crushing.

How “Antron” keeps carpet looking fresh. Its filament structure is unique, as simulated in this greatly enlarged model. The four microscopic holes scatter light to minimize rather than magnify the dulling effects of soil, while maintaining an attractive, subdued luster. This property of the fiber, together with its remarkable wearability, means the look of the carpet will last.

NEW: “Antron” III nylon for static control is now available in selected styles.

See a full selection of commercial styles, in Antron® at NEOCON, Merchandise Mart, Chicago—Du Pont Space 1097.

*Du Pont registered trademark. Du Pont makes fibers, not carpets.
Expect quality carpets
And expect their
The new Weldwood Collection.
Suddenly, anything else seems out of date

Introducing The Weldwood Collection™ from U.S. Plywood. Quite simply, the finest group of prefinished panels available anywhere in the world.

The Weldwood Collection. A paneling created exclusively for those once-in-a-lifetime opportunities when nothing less than the finest in quality is acceptable. Where superb hardwoods are crafted into face veneers worthy of the term “heirloom”.

The Weldwood Collection features veneers of hickory, teak and walnut. Just these are given a formal planked effect, with slender eighth-inch-wide grooves spaced two or four inches on center. Some are medium and dark shaded. Others light-toned for a contemporary feeling.

Three more fine woods—walnut, oak and cherry—are highlighted like fine furniture with normal random spacing and eighth-inch grooves. We also have retained the very best panels from our Charter® and Deluxe groups: Charter pecan and Gothic oak.

See this limited edition, now at your U.S. Plywood Branch Office.

U.S. Plywood
777 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
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Red Cedar shingles and handsplit shakes are twice as resistant to heat transfer as asphalt shingles. Three times more resistant than built-up roofing. In fact, red cedar out-insulates such roofing or siding materials as asbestos-cement shingles, slate, aluminum and architectural glass."

Red cedar deserves close consideration by architects and builders concerned with energy conservation of their structures. Its unique cellular structure makes it even more insulative than many other woods. And the traditional overlapping application method effectively multiplies cedar's resistance to heat transfer.

Add to this the design flexibility and durability of red cedar on residences and commercial structures. It's no wonder the most beautiful roof and sidewall covering you can possibly use is also most efficient.

For more details, write Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau, 5510 White Bldg. Seattle, Washington 98101. (In Canada 1055 West Hastings St., Vancouver 1, B.C.)


Red Cedar Shingle & Handsplit Shake Bureau
One of a series presented by members of the American Wood Council.
Hilltop Place, the new condominium residences for adults in New London, New Hampshire, brings modern, maintenance-free condominium living to the relaxed, friendly environment of a small New England college town.
When completed, Hilltop Place will consist of six clusters, each with approximately twenty-five residences of individual character and design.
Because the architect wanted buildings that are as maintenance-free as possible, Andersen Perma-Shield® Casement Windows and Gliding Doors were a natural choice.
All the exposed portions of these Perma-Shield units are enclosed in a sheath of tough, durable, attractive vinyl that does not rust, pit or corrode, and won't need painting.
And Andersen double-pane insulating glass does away with storm windows, cuts cleaning chores in half.
Used singly, in pairs, in rows, in bow windows or with fixed windows, Andersen Windows will fit almost any design.

Architect: Edward C. Collins II, Associates, Lincoln, Massachusetts

Andersen Wood Casements make easy living beautiful. Andersen Perma-Shield Casements make easy living beautiful...and easier.
For further details on how Andersen Windows can help your building design see your Andersen dealer or distributor. He's in the Yellow Pages under "Windows, Wood". Or see Sweet's File (Sections 8.16/An. and 8.6/An.) or write.

Andersen Windows®
Laurentian Commons Condominiums, a fifty unit development of two-story townhouses in Flint, Michigan, is comfortable, carefree condominium living in a rustic, natural setting. The architecture of each home is varied with design changes in windows, balconies, roof slopes and staggered pavement. Yet, each home is compatible with the adjoining one through expert use of quality exterior materials. Because the rustic quality of the architect's design suggested the need for a variety of wood windows, he selected Andersen Wood Casement Windows and Gliding Doors. The architect was familiar with Andersen quality construction and warm wood detail. Andersen Wood Casements bring the charm, character and elegance of wood to interior and exterior trim that can be painted or stained to match any decor... making condominium living carefree and beautiful.
Their freestanding benches and couches expand the Morrison/Hannah Collection and define space, beautifully.

Knoll International operates in 25 countries.
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The Mansards, Griffith, Indiana
“The whole idea of “The Mansards” is to provide gracious living accommodations in a natural setting of trees and water. The convenience of city living is combined with the graciousness of country living here. We have put top quality into “The Mansards” and that extends to our coin-operated laundry equipment. We chose Speed Queen for one simple over-riding reason—it’s the best we could get.”
Duane J. Hicks, Jr., General Manager

Lake Point Tower, Chicago, Illinois
“Lake Point Tower represents a new kind of urban life—a completely self-contained city at the edge of Lake Michigan. We appeal to individuals and families of middle and upper income. They expect and get the best at Lake Point Tower. That’s why we chose Speed Queen equipment for our laundry facility. Speed Queen represents quality which will be on the job—not out of order. And I understand the Stainless Steel feature is a real plus when laundering durable press fabrics.”
Robert E. DeCelles, Building Manager

“We chose Speed Queen laundry equipment for one simple reason—it’s the best we could get.”
The custom look is standard in Logan spiral stairs.

Here’s something to warm the cockles of your common sense. Beneath that look of luxury lies standardized design to keep costs down. Which means that Logan spiral stairs offer real value to builders and clients. ■ You can order these beautiful, sturdy spiral stairs in standard 4', 5', and 6' diameters for floor-to-floor heights to 10 feet. Treads are reversible for either left or right hand travel. And we’ve packaged the whole deal to include Logan’s exclusive upper landing platform and decorative safety railing at surprisingly low prices. ■ There are more savings on fast installation. Only 4 steps from the carton to finished job. Space-saving Logan spiral stairs feature real economy for homes, apartments and vacation cottages. Inside, they’re compact enough to fit in a corner. Outside, they serve as fire escapes and sun deck access. And they win esthetic approval anywhere. Treads may be carpeted, tiled or hardwood floored. And balusters lend themselves to painting, screening and grillework. Logan’s low cost affords a good margin for many decorating options. ■ Contact your nearby Logan distributor for immediate delivery. Or write us now.

LOGAN CO., P.O. Box 6107, Louisville, KY 40206. Or 2421-25 Hunter Street, Los Angeles, CA 90021.

LOGAN CO. a division of A-T-O Inc.

The Logan difference is pride
Bi-fold Doors by C-E Morgan

offer unique advantages

THE LOOK, THE FEEL, THE BEAUTY OF WOOD
AND SOMETHING MORE...THE PERMANENCE OF

Structured Polymer

There are good reasons for specifying bi-fold doors of Structured Polymer. Reasons that become obvious the day they're installed.

Structured Polymer offers the best features of wood. A rich, warm appearance that brings beauty to a room. Textured graining and solid, unitized construction that convince you of the quality.

A choice of attractive designs is available from Morgan. Each one features the dimensional stability and impact resistance of Structured Polymer.

Bi-fold doors of Structured Polymer can reduce building costs too. They're shipped complete with hardware, pre-hinged, ready for quick installation...doors are trimmable in height...long-lasting white factory prime finish may be painted if desired.

Structured Polymer offers unique advantages in window and door shutters as well. In fact...if you require excellence in architecturally correct millwork, look to Morgan. We'd like to show you why.

Write for complete information.

C-E MORGAN

COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC.

Morgan Company

Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901
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DOORS AND OTHER DISTINCTIVE BUILDING PRODUCTS
Here's how McQuay Hi-Line fan-coil units can cut 17% off installed costs.

It's really very simple: we practically install your McQuay Seasonmaker® Hi-Line fan-coil units for you.

**Factory pre-fabricated.**
We ship these units already installed with all risers for chilled water, hot water and drains, and with all internal control systems. Which saves you money on both field-supplied labor and materials. (In one documented case, the saving was 17% — and that was a conservative estimate!)

**Even greater savings** are possible when you consider that one Hi-Line fan-coil unit can do the job that used to require 2, 3 or even more conventional units.

Plug-in thermostat is standard to add to your savings. The Hi-Line fan-coil unit includes a plug-in thermostat as standard equipment. It just plugs in after the unit is concealed in place, with no complicated (or expensive) wiring or troublesome delays.

**Easy on the ears.** We think a good fan-coil air conditioner should be seen and not heard. So we made sure that what's on the inside of the unit runs quietly.

For more facts on the economies and features of the Hi-Line Seasonmaker® Fan-Coil Units, just ask your McQuay Representative for Catalog #770.

Or write: McQuay Division, McQuay-Perfex Inc., Box 1551, 13600 Industrial Park Blvd., Minneapolis, Minn. 55440.
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Choose Elkay

Twice

Sculptured elegance in lustrous stainless steel — your Elkay stainless steel sink. Unsurpassed convenience and a long, beautiful life, too. Add the look and wonderful ease of a solid brass, chromed Tiara faucet and you have everything. Write for Free literature or send 25¢ for 32-page book, "How Water Can Serve You Throughout Your Home." ELKAY®
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More ideas:


Any questions?
About nifty ways to use exterior plywood?
About cutting costs?
About plywood systems for the architect?
Write American Plywood Association, Dept. AR-054, Tacoma, Washington 98401.
Vacation Homes

FIRST AWARD: David C. Hoedemaker (Naramore Bain Brady & Johanson). PROJECT: The Admiralty in Port Ludlow, Washington. JURY: "A superb relationship to site. The modular floor plan is repeated throughout the project without sacrifice of individual quality."


CITATION: Todd C. Bogatay, AIA (Bogatay, Architect). PROJECT: Erikson house in Cotuit, Cape Cod, Massachusetts. JURY: "This playful box-like form achieves maximum conservation of a limited site."
Commercial/Institutional

FIRST AWARD: Robinson Neil Bass, AIA (Robinson Neil Bass & Associates). PROJECT: Shaxted Retail Store in Nashville, Tennessee. JURY: "Refreshingly in style, this building is a convincing solution to the problem of a neighborhood shop on a difficult, sloping suburban site. The plywood is skillfully handled."

CITATION: Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons, Inc. PROJECT: Community Center in Sacramento, California. JURY: "The happy mix of plywood enclosures and steel framing creates a clear and pleasing expression of the community center function."

CITATION: Logan E. Van Sittert, AIA (Van Sittert Associates). PROJECT: Phase I—Bannockburn in Riverside, California. JURY: "Interesting and atypical solution to the problem of creating a varied and functional suburban office space."

CITATION: Daniel F. Tully (Daniel F. Tully Associates, Inc.). PROJECT: Natatorium for Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island. JURY: "The use of plywood as combined covering and structure of the large roof is both innovative and substantial."
Residential/Multifamily

FIRST AWARD: Yu Sing Jung, AIA (Jung/Brannen Associates, Inc.). PROJECT: Brandeis University Student Housing in Waltham, Massachusetts. JURY: "This HUD design shows ingenuity in its relationship of masses—and in the detailing of plywood. All with extraordinary regard for economy."

CITATION: Donald Sandy, Jr., AIA, James A. Babcock, (Architects/Planners). PROJECT: University Park in Ithaca, New York. JURY: "Especially noteworthy is the way in which the identity of individual units was maintained within a high density situation."


1974 Plywood Design Awards

Residential/Single Family

FIRST AWARD: Peter L. Rumpel, AIA (Freedman/Clements/Rumpel, Architects/Planners, Inc.). LOCATION: Rumpel residence in Jacksonville, Florida. JURY: "This highly individual home seems to take advantage of the natural appeal of a very challenging Florida site. The house is imaginative, yet simply executed."

CITATION: Howard Grant, AIA (Reid & Tarics Associates). LOCATION: Grant residence in Orinda, California. JURY: "Overall high quality and a regard for economy. Good detailing. Preservation of oak trees and exploitation of view possibilities dictated the compact plan."

CITATION: Steve Titus, AIA (Ellmore/Titus/Architects, AIA). LOCATION: Thigpin house in Bonny Doon, California. JURY: "The angularity of the house contrasts sharply with the level meadow. The house seems to float."
The Winners:
1974 Plywood Design Awards

Rumpel    Jung    Bass    Hoedemaker
The Art of Spacious Living.

Arcadia makes it possible with sliding glass doors, windows and glass curtain walls of singular excellence... the same kind of excellence which distinguishes "Record Houses of 1974."

Arcadia makes the great spaces greater in "Record Houses" by Booth & Nagle in Des Moines, Iowa; Myron Goldfinger at Bedford, N.Y.; Huygens and Tappé, Inc., at Darien, Conn.; Mayers & Schiff at Armonk, N.Y.; Robert Nichols in Austin, Texas; Elliot Noyes & Associates at Greenwich, Conn.; and Joseph Salerno at West Redding, Conn.

The art of spacious living. Arcadia makes it happen.

Sliding glass doors and windows by NORTHROP ARCHITECTURAL SYSTEMS
999 South Hatcher Ave., City of Industry, California 91748 / (213) 964-6511
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ARCADIA
Our exclusive 4-in-1 fused finish. A new C-100' double-hung wood window worth switching to!

You'll find plenty of worthwhile reasons to switch to this new CARkote C-100' double-hung window. Our exclusive exciting CARkote system includes:

1) Water repellent preservative
2) A prime coat
3) And a rich acrylic enamel coat
4) A tough top barrier coat that actually fuses all four coats together!

Lasts twice as long as field-applied finishes. The result is a new level of durable beauty. Adds eye appeal. Resists weather and elements. Stays clean longer and cleans with a quick rinse. And inside, you get warm, unfinished wood, leaving all the decorating options open.

The features we've built into new CARkote C-100' units give you more reasons to switch. A clean, slim new profile that gives your homes and apartments a smart, distinctive look. Stainless steel weather-strip that acts as both track and weather-strip. Frames and sash fashioned from select kiln-dried lumber. (Wood insulates best—looks and is warmer.) Insulating glass, set in a leak-proof vinyl gasket to save fuel and assure comfort. Plus removable matching vinyl grilles for the divided pane look as an option.

We've given you every reason to switch. Noticeably better features. At affordable Caradco prices. Call your Caradco Distributor today, and go Caradco All the Way.

Caradco Window and Door Division
Scovill

Main Plant, Dubuque, Iowa 52001
Hainesport Plant, Hainesport, New Jersey 08036
Sacramento Plant, West Sacramento, California 95691
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Random shingles for interiors
Interior accent walls finished with cedar shingles of varying widths, grains and bold swirling knots are stunningly beautiful. Shakertown Shingle Interior-Tex gives you this design capability with shingles in panels for fast, easy application. Ideal for dramatic walls in family rooms, living rooms and halls.

Textures for siding and mansard in convenient 8-foot panels
Real wood shakes or shingles in Shakertown 8' Panels for sidewalls and mansards emphasize the quality appearance of homes and apartments. Choose from a range of beautiful shake or shingle textures with 7” or 14” weather exposures to enhance the design and increase the quality appeal of your next project.

For further information see Sweets Catalog insert 7.7/sh or write for detailed brochure
"Our residents prefer Maytags and we don’t have any headaches," reports Mr. Arden Follin.

70 Maytag Washers and Dryers are working with minimum maintenance at Silver Oaks.

Silver Oaks is a complex of 281 garden-type apartments in the college town of Kent, Ohio.

"Before Maytag, we had another brand of washers and dryers, and frankly, service was a problem," says Mr. Arden N. Follin, President, Arden Follin Company.

"Our laundry rooms are small, but we have 35 of them, and when one is a problem it is a real headache for us," continues Mr. Follin. So in 1967 they turned the entire laundry operation over to their local Maytag Route Operator.

There are 70 Maytag Washers and Dryers at Silver Oaks. "Our residents have expressed a preference for Maytags," concludes Mr. Follin. In addition, the machines keep working with minimum maintenance.

Naturally, we don’t say your experience will be exactly like that at Silver Oaks. But dependability is what we try to build into every Maytag.

Many Maytag Route Operators offer a Total Operation Service that takes the whole laundry room problem off your back. Find out what this service, plus Maytag dependability, can do for you. Mail the coupon today.
Living space...below grade
When you use treated wood foundations, specify Osmose for complete building service

Wood foundations for residential and light construction is a proven technique for easier, faster all-weather installation. Of the hundreds installed to date, 90% have used Osmose pressure treated lumber and plywood. Most have taken advantage of the unique Osmose complete Building Service which includes:

• Help in securing local code, mortgage and insurance approvals.
• A plans drawing service showing required materials and approved construction.
• Structural designs for crawl space or full basement wall treated wood foundations.
• Technical assistance to the manufacturer of the foundation wall panels.

• Audio-visual presentations to educate the builder and crews.
• On site consultation.

For more information on all weather wood foundations, consult with the people who pioneered them. We are totally involved from treating plant to finished construction. Write:

OSMOSE
980 ELLICOTT ST., BUFFALO, N.Y. 14209
SOUTHERN OFFICE, 1016 EVEREE INN RD., GRIFFIN, GA. 30223

Member Society of American Wood Preservers, Inc.
Heatilator® fireplaces give you options, not just promises!

Ever since Heatilator fireplaces became the builders' fireplaces, we've been making it easier for the architect to include fireplasing in his plans.

We've increased our production capacity to meet growing demand and deliver what you specify.

We are also offering a variety of model and style options which are helping architects and builders cope with today's rapidly changing market conditions.

For example, in addition to the popular Mark 123 woodburning fireplace, we offer the patented heat-circulating Mark 123C woodburning fireplace, the only one of its type — features controlled heat circulation.

You can also choose from a variety of built-in and wall-mounted gas fireplaces and free-standing woodburning units. Also, a brand new wall-mounted electric fireplace heater. None require masonry!

We've made a local Heatilator fireplace man available to help you take best advantage of these options — not only to help you design fireplasing into your plans, but to assure delivery when needed. He's on your side.

To get in touch with your Heatilator fireplace man, call toll-free 800-553-8905* Ask for Free Fireplace Planning Guide. Or write us.

Heatilator Fireplace, A Division of Vega Industries, Inc., W. Saunders St., Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 52641 (Also available in Canada.)

See Catalog in Sweet's Architectural and Light Construction File

*Iowa residents call collect (319) 385-8880
It began in a bucket. We mixed architectural aggregate with epoxy, poured it out, tamped it down, and in 6 hours we had what you see here—a decorative and functional landscaping medium and walking surface for commercial institutional, industrial and residential applications. It’s called... EPOXY-ROK.

Easy to maintain, it requires no mowing, weeding, watering, raking or fertilizing. Economical, it requires minimal maintenance and is exceptionally long-lasting. Durable even after 200 freeze/thaw tests. Natural and beautiful, it fits into any site.

Use EPOXY-ROK wherever you planned grass, wood chips, mulch, brick or loose stones.

HALLEMITE®, Lehn & Fink Industrial Products Division of Sterling Drug Inc., 225 Summit Avenue, Montvale, N.J. 07645. Phone: (201) 391-8500, ext. 231.

Yes, I’m interested. Send me more information.

Name ___________________________
Firm ___________________________
Address _________________________
City, State __________ Zip _________
Phone __________________________

Send to: Hallemite®, 225 Summit Ave., Montvale, N.J. 07645
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Protects wood beautifully.
Olympic Stain is just about the most beautiful thing you can do for wood. It brings out the grain and subtle beauty of wood, yet penetrates for real protection. And because it allows the wood to breathe, Olympic Stain will never crack, peel or blister. (The solid colors are also excellent for re-do over old paint on rough wood siding, shingles or shakes.)

In between, the built-in flexibility of Pella's exclusive Double Glazing System.

The removable inside storm panel gives you any number of interesting options. Like using our unique Slimshade® (c) to control sunlight, privacy and solar heat gain and loss. Housed between the panes, this fully adjustable blind remains virtually dust-free. The system also accommodates our snap-in wood muntins, and the selective use of privacy panels. But flexibility is not the system's only strong point. The 13/16" air space between the panes does a better job of insulating than welded insulating glass.

Afterward, the ease of washing a counterbalanced, pivoting sash double-hung window.

Window cleaning is another maintenance factor that must be considered. And here again, Pella design makes an easy job of it. Our Double-Hung Window has a spring-loaded, vinyl jamb liner which allows the sash to pivot. So the outside surfaces can be washed from inside the building. And because each sash pivots at its center point (d), the weight of the sash is counterbalanced. Which makes the whole job just that much easier. Reglazing can also be accomplished from inside, along with sash removal.

For more detailed information, send for your free copy of our 24-page, full-color brochure on Pella Clad Windows & Sliding Glass Doors. See us in Sweet's Architectural File. Or look in the Yellow Pages, under "windows", for the phone number of your Pella Distributor.


Name:
Firm:
Address:
City________ State_______ ZIP_____
Telephone:
Mail to: Pella Windows & Doors, 100 Main St., Pella, Iowa 50219 Dept. T30E
Also Available Throughout Canada
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Outside, one of 11 colors available in our low maintenance, acrylic coated aluminum exterior.

Illia Clad Wood Windows overcome, beautifully, two common objections to weather-shielded wood windows. Lack of color choice. And lack of design freedom. In a Pella Clad window, exterior wood surfaces are covered with an acrylic coated aluminum skin. A well-known and well-respected outside finish. Available in three standard (a) and eight special colors. On our Contemporary and Traditional Double-Hung, Casement, Awning, Fixed and Trapezoidal Windows. And Pella Sliding Glass Doors.

Inside, the unspoiled beauty of a carefully-crafted wood window.

Wood windows are known for their warmth. Visually. And because of their natural insulating value. And in designing the Pella Clad Wood Window, we left both of those properties unchanged. The exterior aluminum skin does not penetrate the frame or sash (b). Nor is it visible anywhere on the inside of the window. We recognized the need for a weather-resistant, low maintenance window. But seeing no reason to compromise the natural warmth of a wood window, we very carefully avoided doing just that.

At the Minnesota Veterans Home, his Pella Clad window system adds a warm touch, inside and out.
A prime example is our Medalist Decorator line. Here's a line of heavy duty spec grade wiring devices that can cost less than conventional looking wiring devices of comparable grade. Yet they are so well designed that they can be specified for installations in a variety of environments.

Electrical specifiers are interested in how wiring devices look. And particularly in how they perform. Quite frankly, they look superb. And they perform superbly.

We can personalize an installation by imprinting your client's name or logo on the touch switch, and offer a choice of eight colors and a dozen plate finishes including metal and plastic.

Nowadays, it's rare to have a choice between the ordinary and the beautiful without it costing an arm and a leg. Slater gives you that choice. Take this opportunity to defeat the ordinary. Specify Slater.

A request on your letterhead will bring you a free sample kit and literature.

Slater
GLEN COVE, L.I., N.Y. 11542
HEAVY DUTY AND RESIDENTIAL GRADE WIRING DEVICES
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Our faucets work best when they're turned off.

All faucets turn water on. The true test of a good faucet is how well it turns the water off.

Delta is a good faucet. Because we build it without a washer. So it's virtually without all the problems worn washers cause.

And without washer replacement costs, too. Delta has replaced the washer with a patented valve. No metal-to-metal working parts, stem threads to wear out and gall.

And Delta washerless faucets look as good as they work. With decorator styling for kitchens, bathrooms and powder rooms. In both single-handle and double-handle styles.

Specify Delta. To see how well they work, turn one off.

Illustrated literature, write
Delta Faucet Company, A Division of Masco Corporation, Muskegon, Michigan 49440, and Rexdale, Ontario.

Delta Faucets. Washerless faucets work as good as they look.
For the first time... a Stucco finish you nail down

No trowel ever touched this wall! It's new Stuccato Panel Siding—from Masonite Corporation.

This latest addition to the X-90 siding line gives you walls with the look of skip-troweled stucco plus the many practical advantages of hardboard siding.

Just nail the pre-finished panels in place as you would any Masonite Brand Siding—then nail on contrasting wood members if you want a half-timber effect—and the job is done.

For more information on Stuccato or the many other X-90 sidings, in lap or panel form with smooth and textured surfaces, contact your local Masonite representative or supplier, or write Masonite Corporation, Dept. ARH, Box 777, Chicago, Illinois 60690.

build with the brand in demand.
STUCCATO™ PANEL SIDING.
The realistic appearance of skip-troweled stucco makes this truly unique hardboard panel an ideal siding for English Tudor construction or for accent areas. The prefinished white surface adds to its convenience and further lowers the total installed cost. Available sizes: 4' x 8' and 4' x 9'.
Gold Bond builds a lot of extra qualities into every building product. Architects and building contractors can choose from over 300 Gold Bond products with the versatility and flexibility that helps keep building costs under control. Like Tectum® Interior Panels that combine the beauty of wood strand texture with acoustical sound absorption. Or like Panelectric®, the gypsum wallboard ceiling that contains an efficient radiant heating system. At Gold Bond, we’re gypsum, and then some.

Plasti-Clad® panels add a dash of color. These mineral fiber sheets are now available in Rippletone or in a smooth, satin-like finish. Ideal for window wall panels. Choose from 21 brand-new contemporary colors. Dimensionally stable, with a baked-on plasticlyric finish created to withstand the elements for years.

Gold Bond Soffit Panels combine the features of economy, beauty, and low maintenance. Overhangs from 16 to 36 inches are quickly covered with this perforated, mineral fiber product. Prefinished in white these panels have a series of holes that are small enough to keep out insects, but large enough to eliminate the need for louvers, and the cost of installing them. Gold Bond Soffit Panels. Worth investigating.

Gold Bond Gypsum Wallboard and Joint Finishing products are available in a variety of sizes and types to do the job just right. Consult Sweet’s Light Construction File and choose the products and systems to meet your sound and fire resistance requirements.

M•R (Moisture Resistant) Board is a specially processed gypsum wallboard for use in a special place—under ceramic tile. A good choice for use in bathrooms and kitchens. Costs a little more, but is excellent insurance against annoying, costly callbacks.

We’re gypsum, and then some.
In homes and apartments,

**Ineral Fiber Flat Sheets** are the ideal exterior substrate for stone aggregated surfaces. Just nail up the inels and spread epoxy adhesive to the stable, smooth surface and "seed" with arble, quartz, or granite chips in the color of your choice. Fast. Durable. No maintenance.

**Panelectric** lets you build the heating system right into the ceiling. Eliminates the cost of a furnace, ducts, pipes, chimneys, and vents. With Panelectric, radiant heating wires have been factory embedded in Fire-Shield® gypsum panels. Easy to install and take conventional joint treatment, paint, paper, or ceiling texture finishes.

**Perfect Spray** offers a quick and easy way to give the expensive custom look to gypsum board, Panelectric, or concrete ceiling surfaces. This bold texture product contains shredded polystyrene. Just add water, mix, and spray it on.

**Tectum Interior Panels.** Unusual in appearance. Always a conversation piece. These heavily textured wood strand panels are only one-inch thick, two or four feet wide and in lengths from 6 to 12 feet. They soak up sound, in a beautiful way. Can be painted or left natural to produce striking accent walls.
Rich, natural beauty is obviously the primary reason for building with redwood plywood. Wherever it is used—commercially or residentially, indoors or out—it brings a warm visual appeal not only to the structure itself, but to the environment in which it is set.

But beyond aesthetic values, redwood plywood offers many practical advantages and economies to the architect and builder. For example, it is naturally resistant to weathering, and has a high capacity for taking and holding all kinds of finishes.

Redwood plywood, in \( \frac{5}{8} \)" thickness, has earned a low flame-spread rating that qualifies it for all Class II uses in the Uniform Building Code.

Redwood plywood has an unusually high strength-to-weight ratio. It can be applied directly to studs, without diagonal bracing or building paper. It is available not only in standard 4 x 8 panels, but in 4 x 9 and 4 x 10 sizes, for greater flexibility in modular planning and installation.

Redwood plywood, like other forest products, affords high insulation value, an important factor in conserving heat and energy.

And redwood plywood offers a variety of design patterns—plain, grooved and inverted batten—with saw-textured facings that combine high surface interest and low maintenance.

Many of the patterns can be seen in the accompanying photographs, which illustrate redwood plywood in a wide range of uses. For additional information on redwood plywood, write Dept. P for a new 8-page color booklet.
Redwood Plywood.

Not just because it's beautiful.

Because it works.

California redwood forests, a renewable resource for today and tomorrow.
THE WORLD'S FINEST COLLECTION OF HAND-CARVED SOLID MAHOGANY DOORS

Decorative Doors Starting at $164.00 Retail.

GET TO KNOW US!
152-page permanent Encyclopedia XVIII available by professional request.

UNPRECEDEntED COLLECTION OF: Traditional Louvers; Ante-Bellum Plantation Louvers; 12 1/2" 3 1/2" Louvers; Decorative Window and Door Panels with genuine canes, multicolored plastics, ornamental metals, Austrian pouts, shirred curtains, laminations, wood grilles, and more; Shoji Panels; Grilles and Dividers; Folding Screens; Carved Paneling; Hand-Carved and Solid Panel Doors; Hand-Carved Crests; Spindles.
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RECORD HOUSES OF 1974

50 Private residence, Des Moines, Iowa
Architects: Booth & Nagle

52 Winston residence, Lyme, New Hampshire
Designer: Donald Metz

54 Private residence, Armonk, New York
Architects: Mayers & Schiff

56 Private residence, upstate New York
Architects: Twitchell & Miao

60 Whisnant residence, Charlotte, North Carolina
Architect: Murray Whisnant

62 Walworth residence, Burlington, Iowa
Architect: Crites & McConnell

64 Morgan residence, Jacksonville, Florida
Architect: William Morgan

68 Private carriage house, upstate New York
Architect: Myron Goldfinger

72 Private residence, Darien, Connecticut
Architects: Huygens and Tappe

76 Adams residence, Roseau, Minnesota
Architect: Thomas Larson

78 Moore residence, Austin, Texas
Architect: Robert Nichols

82 Horton residence, Greenwich, Connecticut
Architect: Eliot Noyes

86 Lovett residence, Crane Island, Washington
Architect: Wendell Lovett

88 Engle residence, Boxboro, Massachusetts
Architect: Robert Whitton

90 Rovida residence, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Architect: Tasso Katselas

92 Scoren residence, Riverside, California
Architects: Kneer & Elliott

94 Private residence, West Hampton, New York
Architect: Hobart Betts

98 Poliak house, West Redding, Connecticut
Architect: Joseph Salerno

100 Sobel residence, Houston, Texas
Architect: Robert Sobel

104 Woolner house, Martha's Vineyard, Mass.
Architect: Edward Cuetara

FEATURES:

APARTMENTS OF THE YEAR

108 Orindawoods Apartments, Orinda, California
Architects: MacKinlay/Winnacker/McNeil

110 Christie Village Condominiums, Banner Elk, N.C.
Architect: Frank Schlesinger

114 Baywood Village, Irvine, California
Architects: Fisher-Friedman Associates

118 Raleigh Boardwalk Apartments, Portland, Ore.
Architects: Martin/Soderstrom/Matteson

120 Sahalee Village, Redmond, Washington
Architects: Mithun & Associates

122 Indian Woods Apartments, East Lyme, Conn.
Architects: Rosenfeld, Harvey & Morse

124 University Park, Ithaca, New York
Architects: Donald Sandy & James Babcock

126 Allegheny Commons, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Architect: Tasso Katselas
Readers will find this 19th edition of RECORD HOUSES a selection of twenty-eight architect-designed houses and apartments of extraordinary design interest. As in past years, the editors have chosen from among hundreds of excellent submissions and sought to present a collection varied in program, design intention and architectural character. These award-winning designs also reflect a range of budgets and a broad pattern of geographic distribution. While all of these houses and apartments may not be completely immune to the kinds of problems that typically afflict new construction everywhere, each is a superbly imaginative and consistent solution to a complex series of user needs. Each is also a summation of many current social attitudes and values. Different than last year's, different than next year's, this collection has its own particular identity and RECORD's editors are proud to present the group as RECORD HOUSES and APARTMENTS of 1974.

—Barclay F. Gordon
On a lot only 66 feet wide and sloping steeply to the south and west, architects Booth & Nagle designed this "cube" house for a doctor and his family in Des Moines, Iowa. The garage and entry wall parallel the contours but the main portion of the house is twisted 27½ degrees off this axis to take advantage of views to the garden and the ravine as well as to animate the simple massing. But even in the main house the contour axis is echoed in splayed partitions and non-rectilinear volumes.

The levels split at the entry: half a flight down to the kitchen, dining and living spaces; half a flight up to the master bedroom. Children's rooms and lounge occupy the uppermost level. Though a kind of zoning is clearly present, all these spaces interlock vertically as the color photograph at right shows.

The simple forms of the exterior are restated inside but with functional complications that add interest and visual enrichment. Color is used selectively but emphatically so that its design impact is not squandered. Nothing, in fact, is wasted. The furnishings are also selected carefully to achieve a sense of easy upkeep and pleasant understatement. The detailing is elegant but direct—a virtue consistent with the basic design goals.

The major materials are stucco for exterior finish, oak for flooring and trim, steel for sash and sliding door assemblies. The roof is built-up. Vertical glazing occurs at the corners of the house, a design device that washes white interior walls with daylight, giving the interior spaces an especially appealing quality of light.

Thanks to simple volumetric construction and detailing and the sparing use of expensive finishes, this exceptionally handsome house was constructed for about $18 per square foot—the difficulty of the site notwithstanding.
Architects have softened the sense of a determinedly angular line by introducing a gentle flow in the flow of cabinets and the partition that separates the kitchen and dining area (photos below). The concept is unexpected but appropriate and pleasant.
On property he already owned in Lyme, New Hampshire, designer Don Metz built this sod-roofed house for sale. “I was bothered,” says Metz, who holds a Masters degree in architecture from Yale, “by the prospect of anything other than the low-profile, ‘anti-building’ solution I knew the site demanded, so I borrowed and built on spec. The present owners—Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Winston were interested before it was completed, made a few minor changes, and that was that.”

The finished house is built into a mountainside and embraces a panoramic, 50-mile view to the south. Metz has drawn the earth back down over the roof to a depth of 16 inches. Wildflowers and grasses have already taken root and a stand of nearby maples is slowly spreading to the rooftop. Its designer hopes the house will gradually disappear among the things that grow around it.

Metz reports that in winter solar gain is sufficient on sunny days to keep the temperatures in the house up to 70°F while outside temperatures are as low as zero. In summer, when the thermal process is reversed, the insulating mantle of earth keeps the house pleasantly cool.

The projections through the sod roof are functional and, though some readers may feel that they compromise the purity of the design parti, it is hard to see how to do without light scoops or roof vents in a plan with such a long “blind” perimeter. As constructed, the dining area (photo upper right) is suffused with natural light and free of unwelcome glare. The living room opens south across a terrace and small pool to a broad vista of mountain and valley.

Exterior walls are concrete block spanned on 18-inch centers by 6- by 10-in. pine beams. Floors are oak strips nailed over sleepers. The roof is built-up (see detail, opposite page) and finished with a parapet of vertical boards.

The strict rectilinear geometry of this handsome house in Armonk, New York, by architects Mayers & Schiff, is modified by a parallelogram-shaped enclosure applied to its eastern side. The two-story parallelogram which extends and unifies the rectangular spaces, contains the entry with a small study above. It also houses, on the lower level, a long built-in cabinet for hi-fi, storage, seating and grilles. Over this cabinet, which runs nearly the full length of the house, hangs a bank of theatrical border lights, painted bright yellow, that provides the interiors with an unexpected but forceful sculptural element. Off the entry, and partially concealed by the mass of the fireplace, a circular stair leads to bedrooms on the gallery level above—bedrooms that open through slit windows to grand views of trees and the surrounding site.

The exterior is wood frame, clad in redwood siding bleached to an off-white. The floor is oak strip and interior partitions are finished in vinyl wall covering.

In addition to the long cabinet covered in plastic laminate, the furnishings include a rolling bar and a coffee table designed by the architects and lounge chairs covered in a brilliant red-orange fabric that suffuses the otherwise restrained living room with a burst of warm color.

The house is remarkable for its spatial liveliness, the sparkling transparency with which it opens to its wooded site, and the formal elegance it achieves with a relatively few, carefully measured elements and design flourishes. It is a house that offers its occupants a rich variety of visual stimuli but affords, at the same time, easy avenues of visual release. It is a house that excites tactile senses too, but the textures do not come at the expense of livability. The detailing and sensible selection of finish materials should insure continuing good looks with only routine, simple maintenance and minimal upkeep.

Photos, left and right, show the two-story volume created at the juncture between the parallelogram and the rectilinear volumes. At left: partial view of living room and bedroom gallery above. At right: the small study framed against a background of trees. This study can be closed from the bedroom areas by a sliding partition (see plan, opposite page).
Access to this 6,500-square-foot house is gained by a quarter-of-a-mile drive, bordered by a hedgerow which ends to reveal the north entrance front (opposite, above). The site comprises more than 100 acres in upper New York State, and the house's surroundings include a hayfield sloping toward views to the southwest. The building-plan is organized with several setbacks on the south side, in order to give many rooms a maximum benefit of the outlook.

Architects Twitchell & Miao planned the rooms to provide a maximum of spatial variety, and zoning for privacy, while providing adequate supervision for the children. The parents' bedroom is separated from the children's by a bridge over the living room providing a connecting link at night. As the bridge is open to a two-story-high area of the living room, it also allows vertical communication during the day (overleaf, top). The apartment over the garage will accommodate guests or a live-in couple.

"Upstate" New York has long respected the gracious proportions of the most literal neo-classic tradition in towns named Syracuse, Ithaca and Troy. The house here would seem to be particularly appropriate to such a region in its strong—though not contrived—resemblance to the country houses of the periods that gave inspiration to nineteenth century builders. There is a solid character and a formality to massing and openings. The ancillary building is linked by a wall that is an illusory extension of the main structure. A raised loggia and enclosed garden offer varied outlooks and views are carefully controlled. There is a strong contrast between "public" and garden facades.

Construction consists of concrete-block walls that support wood joists at the floor and roof levels. Steel beams were required to hold the block above the larger windows and openings.

The living and dining room well planned for entertaining, and they serve as a buffer between a wing for the parents and the children's area on the second floor over service areas. The first. The bridge (left at right, top) connects the rooms of the two general interiors. Interior surfaces were planned for a minimum of maintenance and include quarry tile floor and a marble fireplace. Placement of the second deck affords a vantage point for views and a children's space, while adding spatial variety to the living room.
This house for an architect and his family manifests common sense as well as talent, clear-sightedness as well as imagination, practicality as well as dreams. The result is modest, clear and memorable—though it may take some readjustment of our expectations to perceive it, for what we are likely to remember is not an elegant architectural effect here or a striking detail there, or indeed even some dazzling form of the whole. What we will remember is a place made simply of simple materials, well-formed around the needs of the people who live there and attentive to the land on which it is built.

These qualities are not uncommon ideals in house design, and in fact most people would call them downright basic. In practice, though, they can easily get lost in the rush to achieve other dazzling goals.

The main floor (drawing opposite) is a series of rooms clustered around a central mechanical core that contains the kitchen and two baths. At one end of the plan are three bedrooms and at the other a large living and dining room that opens onto a cantilevered deck (large photo above); in front of the mechanical core is the entrance hall and behind a small porch reached from either the master bedroom or the kitchen. On the lower level are an office (photo opposite), a studio and a playroom.

The configuration of the suburban site and the placement of the buildings next door suggested that the house be relatively closed and viewless on the front and on one end (left photo above); accordingly the living room is lit on the front by a narrow band of windows just above eye level and by a sloping skylight in the ceiling (large photo opposite). At the back of the house (right photo above) the walls open up to provide a view down a wooded hill, both from the back porch and the living and dining room, and from the office below.
On a rolling wooded site in Burlington, Iowa, architects Crites & McConnell designed this unusually handsome house for an active family of four. The site's natural contours fall abruptly to the north and east so the architects anchored the garage and entry at the uppermost level, then let the main portion of the house reach out over the slope. Living room, dining room and kitchen occupy the upper level and open across a narrow deck toward the northeast and distant views of a small river. A sub-system of dropped beams—some in the plane of the interior partitions—carries the fascia line of the garage through the taller portions of the upper level. Bedrooms are located on the level below, share the same orientation, yet remain 11 feet above grade due to the sharp slope of the lot.

Over the concrete foundations, the house is wood frame and clad in cedar siding. Interior partitions are finished in drywall, ceilings are cedar deck upstairs and gypsum board in the bedrooms below. Floors are carpeted and occasionally the carpet is turned up to provide finish surface for partitions. Heating and air-conditioning are gas-fired forced air.

Some of the editors felt reservations about the detailing of the Walworth house—particularly in the way that girders sheathed in plywood seemed, in the exterior photographs, to suggest steel spandrels. What they all agreed, however, is that the Walworth house achieves a remarkable degree of design interest without straining and with a commendable economy, of means. The planning is intelligent, the sitework restrained but effective, the massing simple but interesting. The spaces inside are ordered in strict rectilinear volumes but have more than ample variety of spatial feeling, and flow in and out with uncontrived ease. In a word, the Walworth house does everything a good house should, and does it gently and modestly but with a clear sense of design conviction.

Opposing triangular volumes butt against each other to create the strong massing in architect William Morgan's year-round house for his own family on Jacksonville, Florida's Atlantic Beach. Stepping down the flank of a primary dune, on an ecologically fragile site, the house opens at every level toward the ocean but maintains its privacy from neighboring houses with blind walls at the sides and rear.

The entry level contains living and dining spaces, kitchen and garage. Parents' bedroom and work area are on the mezzanine above, and bunkrooms for the Morgan's two teenage sons are set on the level below. A central stair, linking all the levels, introduces a powerful diagonal around which the principal spaces of the house take shape in ordered progression.

The simple geometry of the forms is carefully matched to the profile of the dune and is reinforced by the bleached wood siding laid up in a pattern of opposing diagonals. A system of concrete grade beams and slabs, built over pilings, supports the wood frame. The skill with which the Morgan house is fitted to its site accounts for a good deal of its success. But just as important is the clarity with which the architect has developed his ideas and made them hold up, without noticeable compromise, through design development, construction and final finishing.

When first published as a project (RECORD, September 1972), the house drew criticism from several correspondents who felt the site had been treated without sufficient regard for its ecological sensitivity. Some said the site should not have been built on at all. Such questions may still fairly be raised, but the continued stability of the dune, the return of the dune grasses and other plant and animal life are all encouraging signs that deserve notice and recognition.

Daylight penetrates deep into the interiors. The main spaces are indirectly back-lighted from high clerestory (see section perspective, opposite). The outer side walls are washed with light from vertical strip windows at the juncture of the two triangular volumes. Together, these various sources generate a pleasant level of natural light throughout the house.
Built just after the turn of the century, this carriage house was renovated for $85,000, a figure much less than the $250,000 that would be required, according to the architect, to build a similarly sized house today. The 100-by-40-foot house contains 7000 square feet, so on a cost per square foot basis, the remodeling is reasonably priced.

When purchased by the owners, the concrete block building was as it had always been—unfinished garage space. Architect Myron Goldfinger made minimal changes to the entrance facade (above, left), retaining the small 6-over-6 windows, and complementing the austere but mellow block walls with a simple, broad slab leading to the door. However, the large dormer roofed over in plastic suggests the light, contemporary interior (above photo, right) beyond.

Inside, the architect has opened the living space to a bedroom loft above, and to the outdoors by replacing old windows with three sliding glass doors. The cutaway section of the second floor permits a second story dormer to light both floors, while affording a first-floor view of exposed timber trusses and tension rods.

The conversation area, formed by 9-foot-long built-in banquets, achieves more height by being sunken. Conforming to the opening above, the banquets provide an obvious separation of spaces, as well as storage.

The openness of the plan extends to the kitchen and pantry, separated from the dining area by a fireplace and two low counters with butcherblock tops. Lounging pillows on the floor in front of the fire pleasantly contrast—as do the exposed timbers—with the hard finishes generally used in the formal living and dining areas.

The first floor gallery (see plan, page 70) retains the original brick floor, and wood and brass stalls of the former stable; the space is now used by the owners as a pottery studio.

The attic loft became the master bedroom, with an adjacent bath (right) set into the hip roof. The 6-by-6-foot tub enclosure walls hide the toilet and shower, each in its own recess. The old elevator (above, extreme right) that used to lift the cars to the loft was retained as a piece of sculpture. A dormer window (above) was roofed in plastic to create the conservatory for plants.
This year-round residence in Darien, Connecticut, is sited on a grassy knoll overlooking Long Island Sound. Large rock outcroppings enrich the site as do a tall stand of specimen trees and areas of low shrubbery. But none of these natural features provides privacy from surrounding houses, so architects Huygens and Tappe conceived the house as a series of painted brick walls that enclose the living spaces and extend out across the site to serve as visual screens (see plan opposite). Concrete columns stiffen these walls and provide points of bearing. All other exterior walls are floor-to-ceiling glass. A powerful roof form, with knife-edged eaves and wide overhangs carried on out-sized columns, heightens the sense of shelter.

The "L-shaped" floor plan is organized for easy functional flow. The central living room is flanked by a bedroom wing on one side; kitchen and dining room are on the other. All share the view of rock and water. The secondary spaces—baths, storage entry and garage—are strung along the approach side of the house and form an effective screen from the driveway and road. A generous terrace, also facing the Sound, completes the plan.

Though anything but static, the interior spaces have a formal quality that reflects the owner's program requirements. Privacy and ease of maintenance were also important design considerations.

Inside and out, the house seems elegant and strongly ordered. In less sure design hands, the smooth, white, rounded forms might have become over-voluptuous. Instead, they simply form a strong contrast to the rough-textured multi-faceted rock outcroppings and other natural features of the site. It is a beautiful house, free of posturing, free of cliché, free of those functional discontinuities that sometimes please the eye but never quite work.

The construction and finish materials selected by the architect include sand plaster for interior walls and ceiling, cedar shingles for roof finish and iron-screed brick for floors. The sliding glass walls have dark bronze, duranodic aluminum frames. All these materials have durability in common but are combined in ways that delight.
Rugged and angular in character, this small year-round house for a newspaper editor and his wife is located in Roseau, Minnesota, just below the Canadian border. The triangular site fronts on a stream and opens toward the west to unobstructed views of a golf course beyond. The owners, Mr. & Mrs. William Adams, wanted privacy—within and without—and stressed their desire for a house that was spatially exciting and individualistic.

Architect Thomas Larson developed internal privacy by careful zoning (see plan) and augmented this feeling through the use of level changes, small niches and a two-foot-high parapet in the living room. The plan contains two unusual components: a private sun bathing platform on the roof and a mud room at the entrance—a practical necessity for climate control in a region where winter temperatures sometimes drop to 30 degrees below zero.

Framed in wood stud and sheathed in plywood, the Adams house is heated by forced air and insulated with double thickness of glass fiber batts. On wall and roof surfaces, the exterior finish material is red cedar shingle.

The unexpected complication of shapes give the plan a somewhat willful character, but the spaces seem to work well and flow together convincingly. The broken planes and angular development of the elevations aptly reflect the irregular interior volumes. The interesting assortment of roof vents, stove pipes, downspouts, rain leaders and whip antenna gives the house a pleasantly unedited appearance and suggests that architect and owners share a happy unconcern for self-conscious design as well as a firm grasp of the exigencies of building and function.

Total cost of construction less furnishings and fees, as reported by the architect, was approximately $43,000.

Interior finish materials are cedar boards for ceilings, plasterboard for partitions and carpeting or sheet vinyl on all floors. Counters are covered in plastic laminate. Foundation walls are concrete block.
A limestone arroyo outside Austin, Texas is the site for this exceptional house by Atlanta architect Robert Nichols. The owners, Mr. and Mrs. J. Hiram Moore, are a semi-retired couple who entertain frequently and require a house generous enough in scale to accommodate large numbers of guests. Both owners and architect wanted the house to respond to the unique features of the site and, as a result, the stream bed was dammed to form ponds and the heavily wooded walls of the arroyo were left untouched. The house reaches across, carried where necessary on point supports, to touch each edge and embraces two large trees carefully preserved to form the focus of small interior courts (see plan). The rooms develop, in strict rectangular volumes, around these courts. The west elevation facing the entry is mostly solid for privacy and sun control while the house opens around the interior courts and eastward toward the water course. As a result of the siting and massing, the Moore house is almost invisible from surrounding roads.

The house, framed in wood and steel, seems to float effortlessly over its site—a visual effect achieved in part, at least, by substantial cantilevers. Redwood siding, put up in both horizontal and diagonal patterns, covers the exterior. Interior walls and ceilings are finished in drywall or oiled red cedar. All counters, bathroom walls and the kitchen are covered in bright-colored plastic laminate selected to contrast with the cedar. All windows are actually sliding door assemblies framed in anodized aluminum; when open, the windows add the space of the surrounding decks—as well as that of the interior courts—to the living space in the house.

In addition to its imaginative siting and its clear sense of order, the Moore house is exquisitely detailed and constructed. The photographs (here and the spread following) reveal a level of design scrutiny where almost nothing is left to chance.

The Moores are especially pleased with their new home, but require more storage space than the program originally anticipated. One of the small interior courts may therefore be partially enclosed—an alteration that will effectively enlarge the dining area as it produces additional space for storage.
The house that Eliot Noyes designed for Mr. and Mrs. John Horton in Greenwich, Connecticut is clearly constructed in the design vocabulary that has long given Noyes' houses their special look. But, at the same time, the Horton residence represents an adaptation of the architect's already formulated ideas and an important variation on the planning idiom of his earlier houses. In his first design sketches, Noyes found himself designing "elbows" off the main spine of the house in order to work around an irregular but insistent pattern of rock outcroppings and trees that gave the site its essential character. As he sought ways to regularize or give order to the scheme, images of historic masonry buildings (the Chateau of Chillon in particular) impressed themselves on his mind. The result was the pattern of irregular corner towers—heavy stone abutments that anchor the plan and open up its center as an atrium. The towers themselves, with waterspouts for gargoyles, are freed from the geometry of the drawing board. They are sculptural and faintly romantic. The spaces between, though, are rectilinear, efficient and designed to accommodate contemporary lifestyles and the equipment and furnishings these lifestyles generate. It is a modern house in every important sense although images of the past and present flow together in a united stream.

As in other Noyes' houses, natural materials predominate—fieldstone over block both inside and out, cedar boards for man wall and ceiling surfaces, and bluestone or floors in many parts of the house. Major window and door openings are double glazed. These materials have been brought together by the architect in ways that are now familiar but continue, in their variation, to be interesting and thoroughly persuasive.

The kitchen and dining room of the Horton residence are shaped overhead by a gently vaulted concrete ceiling, printed by its board forms, and offering an interesting contrast to ceiling finishes elsewhere.
The site: Crane Island in Puget Sound's San Juan Island Group. The architect and owner: Wendell Lovett. His program: a small, low-maintenance vacation retreat for his own family that would provide a holiday atmosphere and a complete change from urban routine.

The resulting structure is only 12 feet wide and contains just 370 square feet of enclosed space including a small sleeping loft reached from inside by a simple ladder-stair. Inverted bow-string trusses support the roof and suspend the deck that cantilevers 18 feet over the foundations. Within this structure, Lovett has fitted a compact kitchen, plumbing essentials, minimum storage and space for sitting and sleeping six. All furniture is built-in. The level of the deck drops one step (the depth of the joists—see section) inside to accommodate the mattress seating.

Much of the fun of this house comes from the boldness of the concept: the tightness of the plan contrasted against the audacity of the long cantilever, as well as from the skill with which the house exploits the site and view. The detailing is neat and clean throughout but never fussy, and retains a very pleasant and appropriate sense of informality.

In form and color, the interiors carry through the design theme stated so simply and forcefully on the exteriors. There is no wasted motion in the design and hardly a space or element that is not put to multiple use. Of all the houses in this collection, perhaps none is conceived and executed with more singleness of purpose or realizes its design goals more completely.

All structural lumber is Douglas fir. Exterior and interior cladding is rough sawn cedar stained to match the bark of surrounding trees. Cost of construction was approximately $15,000. A beautiful site; a challenging program; a neat and imaginative solution.

Architect Robert Whitton regards this house as a fixed element in the seasonal changes of the central Massachusetts landscape. There is a strong sculptural quality to the building elements that expresses the spaces within in a clear, but imaginative way. The wood exterior siding and plaster interior walls are painted white and are visually treated as much-the-same sort of unassertive material. "Space—not the materials—is the important thing." Outlooks from the various rooms provide controlled views of the 16-acre site, privacy from neighbors and a variety of light from different types of sources. The smaller cantilevered protrusions are skylit bathrooms, and one (opposite, top) is contained in an extension of the plywood-diaphragm trusses which support the master bedroom. The extension is seen in the smaller photo above, on the left hand side.

The house has 2,500 square feet of enclosed floor area on three levels. The basement contains utilities, a game room and a guest room which has a linear light well in the dining room floor above. The owners are a couple without children and regard the lower level as space for future bedrooms. The first floor is the entertainment and dining area, and the second floor contains the master bedroom and living-study areas (middle photos, far right) open to the level below. A roof deck is reached by the stair contained in the taller element in the photo above. Whitton describes the interior spaces as a series of smaller elements that flow together to create a larger whole. Privacy is generally achieved by level changes rather than solid walls, and the ability to be simultaneously aware of all building spaces was a conscious goal. The result here is a permanent residence that functions as a vacation house as well. The character is both lighthearted and serious. Design for such double use is likely to become a growing trend, and the example here typifies a successful approach.

The wooded site of this house is flat and so lent itself well to the strict rectilinearity of the disciplined design. The extreme simplicity of the character of the house belies the sophistication of its spaces. These qualities, however, were essential in the design, since the owners—collectors and lovers of art in a variety of forms and from many parts of the world—gave the architect a program that asked for simple spaces of large volume which would provide background for changing displays of their collections. What could have resulted in hard sophistication has become, with the use of exposed wood beams and columns for the frame, a warm, open sophistication which fits well into the site with its rich texture of tree trunks and leafty branches.

The timber beams and columns, although strong conditioners of the design character, were important determinants in the cost of the house. The owner discovered nearby and was able to buy at small cost, the redwood timbers of an old dismantled bridge, of a size (12- by 12-in.) not usually available. Through this and several other fortunate circumstances, it was possible to build the house for a surprising—and otherwise impossible—$20 per square foot.

The L-shaped plan segregates sleeping and living areas, but connects them with a glass-walled gallery in which art objects can be, and are, displayed, and which also serves as the main entry to the house. Since the house is situated in an area of large (two-acre) lots and is so heavily wooded, privacy from neighboring houses is not a problem, and large glass panels, admitting light and permitting views to the trees, are appropriate.

Alexander Girard, a friend of both architect and owner, designed a number of displays for the owner's collections, and laid out the mosaic of fabrics which face the storage wall cabinets.

Gallery and living room (above) provide space and background for effective display of art objects. Mosaic of colored fabric covers storage wall (below, center).
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This elegant, unusually spacious little town house, designed by architect Robert Sobel for himself and his wife, heralds the completion of a remarkable block of privately built, custom-designed houses. Conceived of and started by another Houston architect, Preston Bolton, a little over a decade ago (see RECORD HOUSES of 1963)—the block has been brought to fruition by a strong act of will, by all concerned, to follow the original ideas. The houses, which line two sides of a private street, are all one story and built of a similar brick—with major exterior variances only in discreet patterns in the brick-work, in the thin roof coping, and in the front doors. The block has a central, communal swimming pool and recreation pavilion; carports and service alleys are behind each row of houses. By planning the development as a unit, full use of each lot was possible—with each house gaining light and air from internal courts.

The Sobel house, shown here, possibly has the most open interiors of all the group—being essentially planned as a single room around a garden.

As can be noted in the plan, all principal rooms—entry, living room, dining room and master bedroom—have glass walls flanking the court; even the two study/guest-bedrooms are afforded a corner peek at the foliage. A system of shutters ranging the living room and bedroom sides of the court provides sun control and privacy when needed. Unity of all these spaces is emphasized by white plasterboard walls throughout, and by using a single flooring material—a deep purple iron-spot brick—for all rooms, and also for paving in the garden court.

An extra note of spatial drama is added by variations in ceiling heights: most are ten feet, with the entry dropped two feet to emphasize the general spaciousness; at the back of the compound, the dining room ceiling unexpectedly rises in a pyramidal form to a six-foot skylight.

On a 45- by 78-foot buildable lot, architect Sobel has created a house with a great sense of privacy from the outside, and a great flow of space and openness in the interiors. In addition to the central garden court, on which all principal rooms focus, there are little gardens at the entry (right), which also serve the guest bedrooms, and off the master bath and the kitchen (bottom right).
The land at Chilmark, Martha’s Vineyard, swells up from the ocean in a sequence of wind-formed dunes that are stabilized precariously by wild cranberry and other low ground cover. In order to disturb this fragile site as little as possible, and to take advantage of the splendid views, architect Edward Cuetara designed this house in four functional units plus a detached studio, each supported by concrete piers, and set at various elevations dictated by the topography. A connective tissue of corridors and decks links the four units and gives the massing a deceptively un studied and almost accidental appearance. The owners, Dr. and Mrs. William Woolner, use the house in the off-season and the division into separate units allows them to close off the guest quarters and studio to conserve heating.

To take advantage of the views, Cuetara opened the living room, bedrooms and study to the south and west. Walls turned away from the view to the north and east are mostly closed and occasionally project in the form of small sheds to house storage and other functions that do not require headroom.

The roof construction is 3-inch, laminated cedar decking that spans from the ridge beam to the outside walls. Roofing is black asphalt shingle (roll roofing on flat sections) and floors are 3-inch T & G fir plank. Inside and out, the wall finish is cedar. On the exterior, where it is licked by salt air year around, the shingle has weathered to a soft gray-brown.

More than the other houses in this collection, the Woolner residence is influenced by regional and historical traditions. The salt-box shapes, the close-in clustering of out-buildings, even the residual widow’s walk (here an observation platform) pay respectful homage to this part of New England, to earlier ways and to a previous century.

Orindawoods is a planned unit development which, when complete, will include 76 single family lots, 80 garden apartments and 212 townhouses, plus a tennis club, swimming pool and small administrative building. These components share a steep rolling site of about 185 acres in Orinda, California.

Market analysis suggested that the townhouses should be sold as condominiums and designed with the character and scale of private houses. Architects Mackinlay, Winnacker, McNeil therefore sized them at an average of 2,000 square feet per unit and designed them on two levels to conform to grade. The townhouses are grouped in clusters of four to keep them in scale with surrounding neighborhoods and are linked by a meandering pedestrian route that offers comfortable circulation.

The individual units are loosely strung out in plan and a central court takes a deep bite out of many, but adds a certain unexpected interest and planning potential. The court also provides an easy place to bend the plan where site conditions warrant.

Exterior walls and roofs are finished in Western cedar shingles selected for their weathering characteristics and their rough texture. Trellises are also in cedar. Windows have dark anodized frames.

The complexity of Orindawoods massing grows out of the combination of flat and pitched roofs and the way in which attached and detached garages are played against the basic housing form. The over-all character of the project is unusually pleasant and the amenities it provides in terms of site and ancillary services are very welcome—coming, as they do in a building type that so often in the past has not lived up to its expectations.

Beech Mountain, in Western North Carolina, is the highest (elevation 5,600 feet) ski area east of the Rocky Mountains. In addition, the area offers facilities for golf, tennis, swimming and horseback riding—a combination designed to make Beech Mountain an attractive year-round vacation retreat. In this resort setting, on a softly sloping, one-acre site, architect Frank Schlesinger has designed the 14 apartment condominium community shown here and on the page following.

The apartments, equally distributed between two- and three-bedroom units, are grouped in seven pairs—each containing two apartments in a three-story arrangement. This pattern took advantage of the sloping site and minimized the maintenance problems and disputes so often encountered in projects with more extensive common corridors. It also provided identity for individual apartments by giving the project a legible, appealing scale.

The seven units are staggered in plan to conform to grade and setback lines. From the entry, the two-bedroom unit is down half a flight. This level contains bedrooms, kitchen, dining and deck. The living room down another half level, extends upward a flight and a half. Stacked above is a three-bedroom duplex arranged to produce an upper level living room that overlooks a dining space. The plan shape allows the decks to be tucked away in the “L” for privacy. Each two- and three-bedroom apartment shares a covered porch equipped with lockers for ski storage.

Construction materials include stucco-covered concrete block for foundations and retaining walls, wood framing covered with cedar shingles for walls and roof. Major interior finish material are gypsum board and redwood clapboarding for walls and ceilings, carpeted sheet vinyl on floors.

From beginning to end, this condominium project obviously had more than the ordinary design concern. The site planning is intelligent and sensitive. The apartments are thoughtfully planned and massed in convincing architectural shapes. The detailing is consistently good. The finishes are sensibly selected for easy maintenance. The furnishings are tasteful and compatible with both the room scale and the design vocabulary—though this, of course, will vary somewhat from apartment to apartment.

Lower plan shows two-bedroom apartment unit with depressed living room. Upper and middle plans show three-bedroom apartment, entered from split level stair. In this apartment, dining, kitchen and guest rooms occupy one level. Living room and master bedroom suite are located on gallery above to produce the tall spaces shown in these photos.
Baywood is an apartment and townhouse community in Newport Beach, on the coast of Southern California, developed to offer an amenity in living different from—but as pleasant as—that available in other such projects of the developer, The Irvine Company. Not only is the physical environment designed to provide for middle-income people a lush landscape—replete with plantings of trees which, at maturity, will be tall and leafy and of smaller scale bushes and shrubs—but the site plan innovatively accommodates the various stages of the life cycle. There is, for instance, a section of the development where units are specially for single persons and for adults without children; another, for families of different sizes; and a third for a mix of families and childless adults to whom proximity to children is no problem.

The site lends itself to such a separation of unit types and clusters. Originally a bare hilltop cut by two gullies, the 20.7-acre site has been planted around one of the gullies as a landscaped central mall, winding through the development to its focal point (the clubhouse building) at the north end of the property. Three natural divisions of the topography separate the unit types: one- and two-bedroom apartments for adults (singles and adults with children) are on the west; a mix of two- and three-bedroom apartments and a few townhouses (for families and adults without children) is in the center, set back from but running along the principal section of the mall; and on the east is a mix of two- and three-bedroom apartments and townhouses.

The east section overlooks an unusual amenity—the second gully, left in its natural state as a nature study park for use of all the residents. It is a permanent open space which, along with the topography of the area, buffers Baywood from adjacent developments.

The dominant architectural feature of Baywood is the clocktower of the clubhouse. Not only is it a focus for the community but the clear view of the tower from the freeway is a pleasantly subtle—and economically important—advertisement for the project. Located at the far end of the main road, the clubhouse can only be reached by traversing the length of the central mall, a process which unfolds a series of tantalizing vistas of the community, bound to impress the visitor and delight the resident.

There are 320 units on the site—15 per acre—yet, thanks to the considerate, skillful and imaginative use of the site, there is neither crowding nor loss of individuality.

---

BAYWOOD, Newport Beach, California.
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The intimate scale, the use of wood throughout, the restrained but lush landscaping and the pedestrian paths meandering past clusters of units contribute to Baywood's special quality. Each unit has its own outdoor space—a patio or a deck, if a second floor apartment—in addition to such common open space as the central mall and the nature park. The forms of the units, seen from a distance as well as close-up, make an intriguing profile for the project which denies that the units were not custom-designed, suggesting instead the individuality so much sought today. The naturalness of the nature park on the east side contrasts strongly with the formal landscaping of the central mall.
Given the rigorous requirements of designing 24 low-income units, to be built at absolute minimum cost on a nearly unbuilt site, architects Martin/Soderstrom/Matteson managed a solution that not only fills the program, but also provides ten with the privacy, rich environment and potential experiences associated with high-income developments.

The architects feel the program's intricate complexity actually helped create the solution. The site itself is divided by a cliff that occasionally reaches serious flood stage. The northwest corner of the property is in a sizeable swamp and the north end of the site is bisected by a 10-foot city sewer easement. To further complicate the project, the only access into the property is for a high speed arterial bordering the site on the south. Combined with rigid parking requirements, the program was an extremely difficult one to follow.

Due to the complexity of the site—economic constraints—it was decided to work with basic rectangular spaces and to employ a "false front" defining interior and exterior spaces and to connect the entire development with elevated boardwalks (see photos, left and right). Interior partitions are at a minimum to prevent the closed feeling so common to small apartments. Surfaces are treated with strong colors, relating to the exterior treatment which gives the whole project a relaxed, almost "tongue-in-cheek" character. This produces an atmosphere that is pleasant and easy, further enhanced by the use of stenciled graphics to identify apartment and mail boxes (photo, right).

Sahalee Village condominiums, located east of Seattle, were designed with three goals in mind: to blend with nature, to achieve maximum views and light while maintaining privacy, and to give each unit an identity for its owner. The key factor in achieving these goals is the slight offsetting of the townhouse units. This offsetting, on a 45 degree line, and placement of units according to the natural topography of the site, channel the line of sight through the natural plant growth and around the buildings to the tall trees. Orientation of townhouse clusters away from each other, and screens on roof and side decks, add to the sense of seclusion.

To preserve the quality of the environment, most of the trees were retained on the heavily wooded site, and the density was restricted to 25 units (two less than the zoning regulation permitted) on the five-acre tract. The offset plan and the exterior vertical cedar siding and red cedar shake roofing blend the buildings with the natural surroundings and make them compatible with the single family residential character of nearby neighborhoods. The existing Sahalee golf and country club, adjacent to the village, is one of the development's attractions and assures additional open space in the vicinity.

While there is a repetition of units, the design solution made individuality possible. Floor plans vary to accommodate one-, two- or three-bedrooms, den or library as well as the more usual spaces. High clerestory and large windows admit the most light possible and open up views to the trees. High, sloping ceilings in all living and dining areas not only give a sense of spaciousness but allow light and air to circulate in the master bedroom and alcove which are on a loft extending over the living and dining rooms.


The exceptionally fine site plan, with varied spatial relationships resulting from offsetting of the townhouse units, creates a pleasant visual pattern. Pathways meander throughout the grounds where trees and native plants—salal, Oregon grape, sword ferns—were preserved as much as possible, and where only indigenous plants were added for landscaping. Because of high clerestory windows, views—even from the loft—are opened up. Oak floors and hemlock ceilings in living and dining rooms help relate the townhouse to its surrounding environment.
On a densely-wooded site in East Lyme, Connecticut, architects Rosenfeld, Harvey & Morse designed a 16-unit apartment complex that offers more than the ordinary measure of amenities normally found in the local rental market. Existing trees were carefully preserved and, by emphasizing the natural contours of the site, the architects were able to depress the common parking area to take it out of the direct line of sight from the living spaces. By providing each apartment with a small, partially enclosed patio, then opening the kitchens and living rooms toward the patios, each apartment has an unusual degree of privacy.

Economics dictated the single-story solution as well as the general massing and the level of detail. "Nothing fancy," says partner-in-charge John Harvey in describing the project. "We selected building materials that were in widespread use in the area and therefore readily available. Within this framework we tried to provide privacy and a sense of identification for individual apartments and for the project in general." Tennis courts and a one-bedroom manager's apartment complete the project.

The construction is wood frame, clad in cedar clapboarding and corner boards. Sloped roof areas are covered in asphalt shingle; flat areas are built-up. Interior partitions are finished in dry wall; floors are carpeted. Inside and out, the detailing is uncomplicated and consistent.

The plans are tightly organized and efficiently planned into two-bedroom units, but in spite of their low square-foot areas, these rental units have the design potential for conversion to condominiums at some later date.

The modest design vocabulary, the pleasant spaces and—most of all—the sensitive restraint used in developing the site combine to reflect credit both on the architects and the owner.

University Park's 200 rental units are located in the heart of New York's Finge Lake region 15 minutes from the Cornell University campus at Ithaca. The apartments, designed to appeal to students and a young adult segment of the population, are one- and two-bedroom units that range in area between 650 and 825 square feet. Each apartment has a private, enclosed patio or balcony.

The prismatic, flat-roofed buildings are staggered to accommodate the terrain and to enliven or individualize a rather dense grouping. Parking areas bite in toward the center of the site at several places (see site plan), but the bulk of the cars are distributed around the site's perimeter—a device that opens the center of the site to a series of pedestrian courts and walks. The staggered clustering of buildings shapes these courts and gives them a pleasant sense of partial enclosure. Located near the center of the scheme are recreational facilities that include a swimming pool, lounge, billiard room, exercise room, and saunas.

The buildings are wood frame, clad in scored plywood panels which have been stained white within balcony or patio enclosures and light grey elsewhere. Floors are also of plywood covered with carpet. Street furniture—in the form of built-in benches, railings and light fixtures—enrich the pedestrian way and blend warmly with grass, ground cover and surrounding trees.

Architects Donald Sandy and James Babcock have succeeded in making simple repetitive elements and inexpensive finishes interesting and varied. They have treated the site with sensitivity, the apartment designs with an altogether appropriate sense of fun.

The game room (photo left) is spanned by wood trusses and brightened by restrained but imaginative supergraphics. In other respects, the design vocabulary is similar in spirit and flavor to the apartment interiors (photo right). The whole project is designed and executed with an affection for simple spaces and uncomplicated detail.
This $2.5 million low-income housing project is one more completed element in the huge urban renewal area located in Pittsburgh's North Side. This area, which has been under development for over two decades, is separated from downtown Pittsburgh by the Allegheny River.

The site, adjacent to park and playing fields, is owned by Alcoa. Several years ago the company held an architectural competition to design housing for the site. Five developers and their architects competed. The winner, architect Tasso G. Katselas, was sponsored by Action Housing.

From the beginning, Katselas wished to create a tightly integrated village in which private dwelling spaces and public circulation spaces interlock. As precedents he cites Greek hill towns. He is fond of quoting an old villager in the town of Kastro on Siros who, when asked if his house were for sale, replied: "the village is my house."

As the plans and section (overleaf) indicate, Katselas' village consists of 19 apartment blocks containing six apartments each, including one efficiency unit, four three-bedroom units, and one two-bedroom unit. A community building includes additional one-bedroom units. The blocks are linked and entered by open porches at the third-story level and by breezeways at the ground level. Access to the units is by interior pedestrian-only streets or the perimeter parking area.

Such a site plan and apartment block arrangement is unusual for a low-income housing project but Action Housing was able to obtain approvals from HUD.

The construction is economical and consists of load-bearing masonry walls ranging from three to four-stories high combined with precast concrete floor planks and beams. The facing is dark red brick.

The fenestration of the two blocks shown in the view from the parking lot (above) reveals their interior organization. On the ground floor are living rooms with walled patios. Above are the bedrooms of these apartments. The large windows at the third story belong to the living-dining areas of the third floor units, each of which has two bedrooms above on the fourth floor.
7 OUT OF 10 ARCHITECTS SPECIFY AMERICAN-STANDARD.

The reasons are obvious...

*Source: Architectural Record Research Department
FROM OUR NEW INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION

That's the fine hand of Italian architect Castiglioni you see in the design of the Aquatonda pedestal lavatory. And note the contemporary configuration of the classic oval in our seven-foot Bathing Pool. (Lavatory shown with Ultra Font or pool with Heritage fittings.) Together with the Luxor toilet, this limited edition set is made only to special order and only in Sorrento Blue. Truly a custom bath for the discriminating home buyer.

For details, see your American-Standard representative.

7 OUT OF 10 ARCHITECTS SPECIFY AMERICAN-STANDARD
FROM OUR NEW INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION

East meets West in a blaze of Imperial splendor. Our Shibui Yellow bathroom ensemble offers the very scrutable pleasures of a fiberglass Oriental soaking tub, shown with Heritage fittings. Complimented by a 48" deluxe recessed fiberglass shower stall and the elongated Cadet toilet. Featuring the Ellisse pedestal lavatory that's part of the permanent collection of the Museum of Modern Art.

The complete four-piece set is made only to special order and only in Shibui Yellow. Ask your American-Standard representative for complete details.
FROM OUR NEW INTERNATIONAL COLLECTION

La dolce vita comes to the bathroom. The color: Amalfi Brown. So rich; new, this limited edition bath suite is made only to special order. The ambiance: luxurious. From the built-in seat and gold-sheathed Heritage fittings on the spacious six-foot Gothic pool. And the sculptured frieze on the Classic pedestal lavatory, the sleek functional styling of the Carlyle toilet and Margate bidet. The quality American-Standard all the way.

For details, call your American-Standard representative.

7 OUT OF 10 ARCHITECTS SPECIFY AMERICAN-STANDARD
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The open and shut case for Peachtree Door.

We've come a long way from the basement of a bakery in Atlanta where we started making patio doors back in 1959. But, though we've come far, and grown fast, we haven't changed the basic idea of what we do: build a better door.

That's what we were doing when we started. That's what we're doing now.

With the introduction of our new unitized insulated entry system at the Houston Home Show in January of this year, Peachtree Door rounded out its line of first quality doors for all reasons.

We now manufacture and deliver, nation-wide many types of doors for the building trade: sliding glass patio doors in both aluminum and wood; wood swinging patio doors; the "Omega" lines of metal bi-fold closet doors in numerous designs, adjustable steel door frames, and closet shelves; and, of course, the new unitized entry systems designed in conjunction with Walter Dorwin Teague Associates.

The entry systems are built in a completely new manufacturing facility in St. Joseph, Missouri, designed specifically to manufacture this product.

Our other products are fabricated in our modern complex in Norcross, Georgia; in Los Angeles, California; or in Elkhart, Indiana; and are delivered in our own fleet of trucks to insure safe arrival to builders and distributors all over the country.

From the first aluminum framed door that came out of that shop under the bakery, to the sophisticated entry systems that come off the line in our new plant in St. Joe, everything we've made bears the Peachtree Door pedigree for quality and excellence of service.

At Peachtree Door, we can open all kinds of doors for you.

Peachtree Door ... the better door people.
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Large expanses of vision area in these high school buildings let the outdoors flow in. The openings are glazed with C-E Polarpane "20" Tempered Insulating Units in bronze . . . to keep the extremes of winter out.

C-E Polarpane insulating performance ("U" value .55) makes this open effect practical at George Junior Republic School . . . even though the school is located at Freeville in upper New York State, where winter means winter all winter long.

Students stay warm, comfortable and alert. A higher, more desirable level of humidity contributes to a feeling of warmth at lower temperature settings . . . and helps guard against itchy eyes, the irritation of dry skin and chapped hands.

Because C-E Polarpane holds higher temperatures at the glass, beneficial humidities can be maintained without condensation formation, dripping or inside frost, under most conditions.

Performance like this cuts initial investment in heating equipment. It means additional savings every year by reducing the requirement for fuels which are bound to become more expensive and harder to obtain in a situation of energy crisis.

For safety's sake, C-E tempering makes these units 3 to 5-times stronger than ordinary glass . . . providing welcome impact protection in areas of heavy student traffic.

To learn more about C-E Polarpane "20," see the C-E catalog in Sweets: 8.26/CE. For additional information, contact our local representative or write C-E Glass, 825 Hylton Road, Pennsauken, N.J. 08110, (609) 662-0400.

Polarpane "20" can be fabricated with clear, tinted or pattern glass and is available in many irregular shapes. The units are hermetically sealed with C-E's primary butyl sealant which offers the greatest resistance to water absorption and lowest vapor transmission available anywhere. This sealant plus a secondary sealant and desiccant are enclosed by a stainless steel spring channel which maintains permanent pressure on the primary seal. This enables C-E to provide a 20-year warranty for moisture-free performance in the sealed area. This warranty is backed by Combustion Engineering, Inc., one of America's leading industrial firms.
Redwood.
Here today. Here tomorrow.

On and on they stretch... the redwood forests of California... an infinitely renewable resource for today and tomorrow.

The redwood industry begins its second century with its commercial forests in a full cycle of growth... from vigorous seedlings through healthy young trees to harvest-ready stands of timber.

Unpredictable market conditions may create temporary shortages. But the architect can count on long-term availability of redwood lumber. Just as he can count on long-term recognition and counsel from the redwood industry.

Our publication, REDWOOD NEWS, for example, has been a showcase for noteworthy redwood architecture and design for twenty-five years. You'll find the current issue facing this message.

CALIFORNIA
REDWOOD
ASSOCIATION 617 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, California 94111.
products for the house
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high-rise security, safety needs met with single system

According to the company, security and safety communication requirements of high-rise dwelling units can be met with this low-cost, easily installed solid-state control panel designed to meet household fire and burglary detection standards of the Underwriters Laboratories. The unit also has built-in intercom and door release capability. Included in the system are:

- Two-way voice communication between the central monitoring console and the dwelling
- Alarm tones that distinguish fire-smoke from intrusion/emergency
- Unique tones that distinguish line trouble from an actual alarm
- An annunciator panel at the monitoring console that identifies not just the location, but also the type of problem
- An acknowledgement light on the dwelling panel that tells the resident that monitoring personnel have received the alarm and are taking proper action
- A private number code for each dwelling used for arming or disarming the intrusion alarm as well as canceling false alarms.
- Canceling of false alarms by the resident in two ways, push-button or voice, through use of a private number code.
- Arming and disarming time periods for the intrusion alarm (to allow the resident to leave a common area without setting off the alarm) that are adjustable to suit the resident. Smoke, heat and intrusion sensors are wired into a small master control panel in each apartment. The wall-mounted panel is connected by a single cable to the central monitoring console, usually in the lobby. Sensors located in hallways and other common areas are also easily tied into the central console. The master control unit measures 13 by 8 in., by 2 in. thick and weighs 9 lbs. The power supply uses standard 120 volt, 60 hertz household power and normally draws five watts. Equipment cost per dwelling unit ranges from under $500 to about $600. Westinghouse Security Systems, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Circle 100 on inquiry card more products on page 149

SCOTSMAN ICE MAKER

Put gourmet ice wherever you want it!

The Scotsman Home Ice Maker is designed to keep plenty of refreshing Scotsman ice cubes on hand.

It produces up to 18 pounds of ice per day and stores up to 26 pounds. That means approximately 700 cubes for use any hour, day or night! And Scotsman's unique freezing process makes cubes actually more pure than the water used to make them. Impurities drain away, leaving crystal clear cubes to enhance beverages and fine foods.

You can design and specify an ice maker with a design that's been proven dependable in thousands of commercial installations. The unit shuts off automatically when bin is full. Ideal for office, staff dining rooms, executive suites, and employee lounges.

The Scotsman Home Ice Maker. For cool beverage comfort and convenience anywhere you want it.

Write today for free literature.

COMMERICAL ICE SYSTEMS / HOME ICE MAKERS

Queen Products Division
King-Seeley AT Thermos Co.
5501 Front St., Albert Lea, MN 56007
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33-1/8" high x 15" wide x 20-5/8" deep.
Preway supplies a complete selection of architectural aids to make fireplace specifying easier. Contact your nearest Preway distributor, or write Preway for his name.
FIRE SAFETY DOOR PRODUCTS / A range of architectural hardware and fire-life safety products is described in a 12-page bulletin that includes selection and specification data on concealed door closers and pivot sets, door holders and stops, and smoke detection and door control equipment. • Rixson-Firemark, Inc., Franklin Park, Ill.

BATHROOM ACCESSORIES / New bathroom accessories added to the company's 1974 line include antique brass and pewter shower rods, electrical outlet plates, toggle switch plates, and toilet flush levers. A free catalog is available. • Miami-Carey, Monroe, Ohio.

HEATING PRODUCTS / Included in the 24-page catalog are electrical baseboard heaters, thermostats, forced air heaters and unit suspension heaters. Complete electrical and mechanical specifications are presented as well as application information. • Federal Pacific Electric, Newark, N.J.

STRUCTURAL WOOD / Laminated decking is featured in a 1974 Engineerered Structural Wood Products catalog which includes specification data, descriptive details on species, face grades, patterns and sizes. • Potlatch Corp., Spokane, Wash.

CARPET UNDERLAY / A brochure for architects, interior designers and other specifiers of carpet underlay for commercial applications notes specific uses for which each of several systems is suited: traffic in condominiums, hotels and motels; extra-heavy traffic in commercial, industrial and institutional applications; and heavy traffic prestige areas. • Olin Corp., Stamford, Conn.

Wood Framing / Presented in this annual are detailed drawings showing framing costs can be reduced and length increased through the elimination of such conventional practices as toe nailing, notching, ledger striping, drilling, shimming, or other species of cutting or fitting. Products whose applications are explained include framing anchors, joist and beam hangers, sill plate anchors, post anchor bases, metal bridging, trusses, post caps, strap-ends, wall and floor stakes, and plywood roofers. All products are designed to be the "in-place" cost of wood framing. • TECO, Washington, D.C.

More information circle selected item number on reader Service card, pages 155-156.
Rus-tique Builds a Better Brik*

Rustic, antique beauty □ Wide choice of permanent color □ Tested strength □ Variety of sizes □ Competitively priced □ Available NOW in many areas

Rus-tique Brik is a dense aggregate concrete that LOOKS like clay but has the strength and longevity of concrete. Actually exceeds FH and HUD requirements. A wide choice of colors from light to dark. And Rus-tique Brik's coded color formulas are always consistent. Available in oversize standard, modular standard, large utility and 8" thru-the-wall sizes, Rus-tique Brik can be delivered NOW in many areas.

For architectural file folder and information:

TOLL FREE (800) 331-3288
Rus-tique Brik Speedy Info Line

Rus-tique Brik
INTERNATIONAL
POST OFFICE BOX 7603 | 2202 EAST 49TH STREET | TULSA, OKLAHOMA 74105 | (918) 74

*Rus-tique Brik is a dense aggregate concrete — no clay
RIOR LIGHTING / Identified as Moderns' these cord hung lights color combinations of red plastic es and center white cone or ne trimmed with ribbed opal . Shades are also available in y, smoke or clear glass. Dimens- include 12- or 16-in. diameters, from 8½ to 14½ in., with h from 42 to 44 in. from the ceil- • Thomas Industries, Inc., Louis­Ky.

Circle 301 on inquiry card

ASH URNS / In addition to a line of architectural planters, the company offers a full assortment of contemporary ash urns, umbrella stands and trash receptacles. A subtle texture in 10 standard colors is said to permit these units to complement any inte- • L. Paul Brayton Ltd., High Point, N.C.

Circle 304 on inquiry card

ILIENT TILES / The company has adoned its line of resilient floor tiles n the addition of two new patterns. "Cromwell" pattern is available in wn, gold, green, and orange. A fifth pattern is a red, white, and blue combination. "Chesnut Wood," a 12- 12-in. parquet design in "walnut­pecan," is also offered by the company. • Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa.
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FIBERGLASS TUB / A fiberglass- bonded acrylic bathtub manufactured with an integral seat incorporates a built-in stainless steel safety grab bar, a contoured back rest and a tiling flange that allows watertight installation without grouting. The Comfortub unit installs in any standard 5-ft al- the tube are shimmed and gypsum board is installed flush with the 3-in. water sur­round or flange. • Borg-Warner Corp., Mansfield, Ohio.
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OVAL LAV The Oval Contura, a modified version of the Contura melamine lavatory introduced last year is made of Duramel, and recommended as a remodeling item. The self-rim­ ming unit is available in 12 colors. It comes with 4 or 8 in. centers, measures 20 by 17 in. and has a depth of 6½ in. (The company's fixtures were used in 14 award-winning homes in a recent AIA-sponsored western compe- tion.) • American Standard, New Brunswick, N.J.
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more products on page 151

the tradition of India's finest handcrafts—

Carved Wood Screens 3 Feet to 9 Feet Tall And Matching Panels For A Total Wall Or Window Treatment

CATALOG AVAILABLE—SPECIAL ORDER DEPT.

India Nepal, INC.

233 FIFTH AVE., N.Y., N.Y. 10016 (212) 686-7996

HANDEO HOUSE DIV., 260 FIFTH AVE., N.Y., N.Y. 10001 (212) 689-9160
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BUILT-IN TO BLEND IN

All units built to 24" kitchen counter depth to fit flush with cabinets • Front & side panels to match your decor • Use wood, plastic, leather or other materials • 24", 30", 36", 48" wide models • Largest capacity home units manufactured • All refrigerator or all freezer or combination models • Freezer on bottom or side • Built-in ice makers • Individually tested for total performance

SEND 25¢ FOR BUILT-IN REFRIGERATION IDEAS TO SUB-ZERO FREEZER CO., BOX 4130, MADISON, WISCONSIN 53711

Functional disguises in home refrigeration

For more data, circle 46 on inquiry card

We've got the looks you need to please the toughest client!

Nothing beats plywood wall paneling for warmth. For setting a certain mood. And we make all kinds!

G-P's new Chateau II™, for example. It's made with a face veneer of real wood—Oak, Elm, Walnut, Pecan, Birch or Cherry—and has an Acryglas® finish that highlights the grain. Gives you the rich, warm look of solid wood, at a fraction of the cost!

Or try G-P's Portsmouth™ paneling. It has a real wood face veneer that looks planked. Pegged. Rustic.

And for a lighter mood, there's new, inexpensive Piccadilly™. It comes with a face veneer of color-accented real wood. Bright. Fun!

We have many more looks for you to work with, so check your G-P Catalog in your Sweets' file. Or give your G-P man a call.

He'll make beautiful things happen. For you. And your client.
continued from page 749

FIRED WATER HEATERS / A tank-residential oil-fired water heater features units in 30 and 50 gallon capacities. Maximum working pressure is 150 psi. Models are equipped with a single phase continuity motor and standard burners equipped with a single stage pump or 2 line capability. All burners UL listed for use with No. 1 and 2 commercial grade fuel oil. • A. O. Smith Corp., Kankakee, Ill.
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WATER-SAVING SHOWERHEAD / A showerhead that reduces the flow of water to about 2 gallons per minute without sacrificing a forceful spray, compared with the average flow rate of 8 to 12 gallons per minute of conventional showerheads is constructed of solid brass and is triple chrome plated. The company also offers aerators for bathroom/kitchen sinks that allow a satisfactory flow of 1.5 gpm. • Ecological Water Products of New York, Dunkirk, N.Y.
Circle 310 on inquiry card

TREE HOUSE PLAYSLIDE / The unit's platform, fenced-in on two sides by redwood pickets, can be reached by crawling up a 3-ft-wide, stainless steel slide bed, or climbing up a challenging linked-chain ladder with sure-footed vinyl-encased rungs. The "crow's nest" platform is 3½ ft over ground level. Available in both portable or permanent, indoor or outdoor models, the weather-resistant Tree House PlaySlide occupies 3½ ft by 12 ft of ground space. • PlayLearn Products, St. Louis, Mo.
Circle 311 on inquiry card

PVC FITTINGS / This fitting system is produced from PVC compound and consequently said to possess high strength and corrosion resistant properties. The deep socket (6 in. minimum) and interference fit design provides truly fused joints. The product line consists of tees, reducing tees, elbows, couplings, reducing couplings and caps. • R & G Sloane Co., Woodland Hills, Cal.
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THE ACCENT WITH A PURPOSE.

VERSATILITY ECONOMY BEAUTY SPACE SAVING

WATER-SAVING SHOWERHEAD

Circle 310 on inquiry card
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Circle 311 on inquiry card
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more products on page 157

Address your request to: Record Impressions, Architectural Record, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020, Att: Joseph R. Wunk

SEND FOR A COMPLETE, DETAILED CATALOG of "Record Impressions." A convenient service offering reprints of Building Type Studies, Interiors and Special Reports. Offered are more than 30 items including back issues of Record Houses 1968 and 1970; Product Reports '73 and the practical reference guide, "Air Conditioning: A New Interpretation."
New decks to give you better deals on exterior stains.

New Wonder Woodtones™—a complete line of solid hide and semi-transparent exterior stains. Forty-eight colors. Ideal for wood siding, porches, shingles, shakes, steps, fences, exterior plywood or rustic woods. Wonder Woodtones works for you indoors, too—on beams, barnwood or rough-sawn panels. The flat finish brings the wood texture to life, yet it’s heavy enough to hide old stained surfaces.

Write for our Wonder Woodtones stain decks (displayed above) that show off all forty-eight shades—each designed in the Celanese tradition of color leadership.

Write Devoe, P.O. Box 1204, Louisville, Ky. 40201.
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CERAMIC TILE / The Franciscan Terra Grande palette ranges from glossy reflective surfaces to semi-mat textures and surface irregularities and spots are said to enhance the handcrafted appearance of the tile. Each of the five rectangular sizes can be set in many different patterns. The five sizes range from 2½ by 8 in. to 4 by 9 in. In addition to use in all areas of the home, the line is recommended for use in active retail shopping complexes, education and religious centers, office surroundings, airports, etc. • Interpace Corp., Los Angeles, Cal.
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VICINE CABINET / Two medicine nets include a surface-mounted swing door model, with two 14 by 18 in. window glass mirrors and twoerior shelves. A recessed unit with swing door, full-length piano hinge positive stop features a mirror size 8 by 26 in. The mirror frame is stainless steel and the mirror is tempered plate glass. The unit is stainless deep drawn, heavy-gauge clad with baked-on white enamel finish. The cabinet may be inverted for or right door swing. • Bradley J., Mooresboro, N.J.
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VANDALPROOF LUMINAIRE / A seamless, cast-in-one-piece, vandal-proof, ultra-violet stabilized, polyethylene enclosure characterizes this unit with over-all diameter of 26 in., height of 17½ in. and nominal wall thickness of .125 in. Domiform luminaires accommodate either 300-watt incandescent or 175-watt mercury vapor lamps. Cast aluminum holding hardware is secured by tamperproof stainless steel fasteners, and the luminaire is removable for relamping and maintenance. • Habitat Inc., New York City.
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REMOTE CONDENSING UNITS / The Hi/Lo models will be available in 3 and 4 ton cooling capacities and both models have an Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute Standard sound rating number 17. Also, the increased heat transfer area is said to permit the use of a smaller compressor which draws less current. The service access and the refrigerant lines are located on the side of the unit, permitting the unit to be installed against the wall. Both models measure 32 in. square. Height of the 3 ton unit is 28½ in. and the 4 ton model is 34½ in. • Day & Night/Payne Co., City of Industry, Cal.
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ARCHITECTURAL ILLUSTRATION

The Quickie (illustrated here) can be produced to meet any reasonable deadline for about $200.00.

The Quickie features the same nationally respected quality as our full color illustrations and interior sketches.

The Quickie, more rendering for your money from Park Studios.

Park studios
4143 monroe street
toledo, ohio 43606
419 * 474 * 0527
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Welcome to the Wonderful World of FIREPLACES by Majestic

You can discover Fireplace Excitement when you explore the wide world of Majestic. Wood-burning, gas-fired and electric units in either Built-In models or Contemporary designs that stand free or hang on the wall — they’re all here for quick, easy, economical installation!

In any new or remodeled home, apartment or townhouse, Majestic Fireplaces add extra value and genuine hospitality that no other home furnishing can. All units are factory-built for best performance and require no masonry — this means substantial savings! And since a Majestic Fireplace can be located in any spot in any room, it easily becomes the focal point of every decorative theme.

Let Majestic — America’s leading fireplace manufacturer — open up a new world of warmth and enjoyment for you. Write today for a free catalog and the name of your nearest Majestic Distributor. The Majestic Company, 245 Erie St., Huntington, Indiana 46750.

Here are just four models from Majestic’s World of Fireplaces . . .

**FIREHOOD®** — Today’s most popular Contemporary Fireplace! The wide opening of the hearth allows viewing of the crackling, wood-burning fire from any position in the room. Available in a choice of decorator colors, Firehood accents any room motif with the right combination of style and beauty.

**MAJESTIC® TULMAN®** — The most versatile fireplace concept ever! May be installed to or on any wall, in a corner, or back-to-back. No clearance is required for combustibles. Outside air is used for draft — not conditioned room air. Front-open or side-open models in a variety of sizes, ideal as room dividers or island installations. Finish in your choice of exterior trim.

**TUDOR™** — A modern, wood-burning fireplace that installs without masonry, framing or finishing! Simply place Tudor on the floor, secure it to the wall and complete with Majestic triple-wall chimney components. Available with hood in either matte black or pewter finish. A bold concept in fireplaces!

**GASILATOR®** — Gas-fired convective heat in a built-in design. Features pushbutton firing and exclusive automatically controlled dampers. The realistic gas set delivers all the charm of a wood-burning fire. Finish the exterior in any material, any design.

Order your copy of Majestic’s “FIREPLACE IDEAS” — a colorful, hardback Collector’s Edition that deserves a place in your library! Only $3.00 ppd.
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KEY CONTROL SYSTEMS / This catalog includes current prices, dimensions, and shipping weights for all illustrated key control systems. Coverage is given to expansion units, combination locks, installation procedures, and available accessories. • Telkee Inc., Glen Riddle, Pa.
Builders wanted cypress because of the wild wood look.

This year it's five times more beautiful.

We sold all we made and builders still wanted more. That's how wildly successful our Cypress Plywood Siding was in '73.

This year, we're ready! With the same dramatic blend of patterns and knots, the same excellent quality as last year . . .

plus increased production and five transparent prestains that will be sensational on your homes! Avocado, russet, blue, grey, and gold! Put Cypress on your walls in any of these colors and it'll be love at first sight.

Cypress siding should be considered, not only on homes, but also on condominium, apartment and townhouse projects where that first impression of quality is so important.

It is the best wood look in the business. Your dealer will show you, or write: Boise Cascade Wood Products, Portland, Oregon 97208.
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Success tested
Cypress Plywood Siding
A builder and a fire inspector learned something about Alcoa hydrated alumina when they tried to set fire to this beautiful tub.

Alcoa® hydrated alumina helps reinforced polyester plastic products resist fire and suppress smoke generation as a builder and a fire inspector saw for themselves at a demonstration Alcoa conducted in Detroit on December 12, 1973.

Hydrated alumina filler actually absorbs heat during a fire and substantially slows the rate at which filled polyester plastic will burn.

Hydrated alumina is a nonsmoking, fire-retardant, cost-saving filler. It can be used at levels up to 60 percent of the polyester resin system, saving costly resin material and eliminating the need to use smoke-producing antimony oxide systems.

And with less volatilized material, there's less smoke.

The bathtub is just one way in which Alcoa hydrated alumina is helping to fight fire and smoke. Its special properties allow it to be used in other plastic systems for flame retardancy and smoke suppression. Whatever the application, Alcoa can supply hydrated alumina in several grades, in quantity, from three manufacturing locations in the U.S.

For more information write to Aluminum Company of America, 478-E Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219.

Change for the better with Alcoa Aluminas
A FULL HOUSE OF DOORS

There is this about specifying a brand of steel doors: that brand has to be available when you want it. All styles, sizes, colors. Choice of lights and louvers. In any quantity. In a phrase, a full house of steel doors and frames. Even in a shortage economy. That's the Republic steel door deal. We make our own steel. We have giant manufacturing and stocking capacity. Six bulging warehouses. A full deck of distributors and dealers. Pair up with Republic. For openers, see our catalog in Sweet's or write Republic Steel Corporation, Builders Products Division, Niles OH 44446.
Flintkote flooring brings in a new "stone age"

New Dover Slate™ Reinforced Vinyl Tile by Flintkote looks so real... it's unreal.

Different slate shapes and colors are fused into the tile itself to provide your floor with the look and texture of real stone slate. Even the grout lines are part of the tile so they cannot wear off. Dover Slate comes in large 12" x 12" x 1/8"... extra thick to allow for a more deeply-textured look. And with Dover Slate your customers have a choice of colors—from the warm tones of gray and terra cotta featured above to the cooler tones of gray.

FLINTKOTE® FLOORING PRODUCTS 480 Central Avenue, East Rutherford, N.J. 07073
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After we put Metalatex through the acid test, we put it through the Freddie Clark test.

Know what happened? Our new semi-gloss held up through it all. Through every bad thing we could do to it. Splash after splash of 10% acid solutions, 10% alkali solutions, alcohol, kerosene, motor oil, mineral spirits, salt water. And a few good hard knocks from Freddie Clark. On exteriors, it even outshined our own silicone alkyd paint.

Specify METALATEX™ Semi-Gloss for your next structure. Whatever it is. Masonry. Structural steel. Aluminum. Wood. Inside or outside. Since METALATEX is a water-base paint, it has virtually no odor. No lead hazard, either. Which means it's safe to specify for such places as schools, hospitals, factories, offices and hi-rise apartments.

It's available in a wide range of colors, too. Plus five safety colors meeting OSHA regulations and all federal, state and municipal environmental requirements.

METALATEX Semi-Gloss. However you use it, it'll make you shine.

Professional Coatings Div., 101 Prospect Ave., N.W., Cleveland, Ohio 44115.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS HELPS YOU DO IT ALL.
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Kohler originals

The Steeping Bath for deep-down soaking comfort. Plus a happy mix of Kohler colors. Great ideas!

Introducing the Steeping Bath…
a luxurious 20-inch deep bath, with contoured back, arm rests, grip handles, Safeguard bottom. 13 colors and white. Pictured in Expresso—an accent color. Also shown, the Man’s Lav in Sunflower, Kohler’s newest accent color; Rochelle toilet, Caravelle bidet in Mexican Sand. Alternafaucets in brushed gold electroplate. Fixtures in three harmonizing colors add decorating drama.

For more great bathroom ideas, write Box AU, Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis. 53044
Briarcliff—British traditional paneling. Finely grained panels framed by detailed inlay strips.

Presidio—The rich tradition of Spanish Mediterranean, with deep colorings and the look of hand-set wood inlays.

A superb new collection of paneling from Masonite Corporation.
Masonite announces the Historic Series, four new hardboard panels that imitate the look and feel of classic hand-chiseled wood designs of the past. Authentic and convincing to the touch, this new collection reproduces in minute detail the best work of European and Early American artisans. Designed to complement the four most popular decorating categories, they are as functional as they are elegant.

Time-tested Royalcote finish. Excellent sound attenuation. (A standard 2 x 4 wall faced and backed with ⅝" hardboard paneling has essentially the same STC as an 8" concrete block wall.) Underwriters Laboratories flame spread rating of under 200.

The Historic Series is available now in easy-to-install 4' x 8' panels. Also available: matching pre-finished hand-crafted moldings.

For literature and professional samples, please write us. Masonite Corporation, Dept. A, 29 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill. 60606.

Masonite and Royalcote are registered trademarks of Masonite Corporation. Man-made finishes on real Masonite hardboard.
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"We Weren't Born Yesterday!"

Quality has been our middle name since 1884. And now Service is our first name!

We're proud of our name and our heritage... Wabash... a tradition of quality craftsmanship combined with modern technology and personalized service to meet your needs for tomorrow... today.

Quality Products Since 1884

- Windows
  - Continental Casement Windows
  - Double Hung Windows
  - Tilt Take Out Windows
- Screen Doors and Combination Storm Doors
- Sliding Patio Doors
- Shutters and Blinds
- Interior Doors
  - Bi-fold Doors
  - Bi-fold Door Panels
  - Louvered Doors
  - Cafe Doors
- Side Lights

P.O. Box 9466 • Memphis, Tenn. 38109 • (901) 946-1671
This year more than ever, find more of what you’re looking for at Briggs. The CONSERVER two-piece water closet. Briggs has taken the water-saver idea and really made it work. New and redesigned Briggs’ water heaters ... a complete line to choose from. Gas and electric. Residential and commercial. Porcelain-on-steel bathtubs, lavs and steel sinks ... manufactured in our new modern Knoxville steel plumbingware plant. And you have the “beautiful bath” complements of Briggs’ famous chinaware. Altogether, they are the “better than ever” reasons for you to choose Briggs. Product diversity. Complete lines. And a reputation for quality. Yes, one name says it all.

What a beautiful idea!

BRIGGS, 5200 West Kennedy Boulevard, P.O. Box 22622, Tampa, Florida 33622
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a Jim Walter company
There just may be things you don’t know about floors.

For instance: There are three ways—at least—that you can save money on floors.

In the past, architects have been overbuilding because “a few dollars more less” didn’t really matter. But, today, with rising costs and stiff competition, every dollar counts. So where can you cut back to save money? Framing. Foundations. And even floors.

Let’s say you’re designing a 1440-square foot home, 24’ x 60’, and you plan to use 12-foot No. 2 2x10 joist spans, 16” o.c. You can save money, and get the same floor stability without redesign. For example, you can specify the same joists on 24” centers and get more than adequate floor loading and deflection factors. You’ll save on labor because there are about ¼ less joists to install. And you’ll reduce the lumber you’ll need by about 600 board feet. Or, you can specify No. 3 instead of No. 2. You’ll still get more than adequate floor loading and deflection factors. And you’ll save on the cost of lumber too.

Or, you can specify No. 2 of another species 24” on center again, you’ll get the stability you need. And you’ll cut labor costs, save on lumber—because you’ll have a lower cost species, and less waste.

These are just three alternatives which meet or exceed most code requirements. A Western Wood computer can give you even more options. The pocket-size computer provides an instant readout to determine grade/species or size/species combinations you can use for clear span requirements. Usually, it can help you reduce framing labor costs per square foot of floor area and allow a savings on joist units. (And you can help make best use of our forest resources.)
EVERYTHING I DESIGN LOOKS THE SAME.

NO PROBLEM. CUT FRAMING EXPENSES, AND USE THE MONEY FOR EXTRAS.

I NEVER REALIZED HOW MUCH MONEY YOU CAN SAVE DOWN HERE.

Gentlemen:
Please send me the following:

☐ Free Data File.
☐ Span Computer (I am enclosing $1.00)

Name/Title

Firm

Address

City State Zip

Western Wood Products Association
Dept. AR-574, Yeon Building, Portland, Oregon 97204

One of a series by members of the American Wood Council.

$1.00 and the coupon Western Wood span er and free literature. Find out how you can start costs. From the floor up.

Data File/Span Computer: $1.00

Includes A NEW LOOK AT FRAMING which shows why today's most successful architects specify Western Wood:

* CATALOG A, PRODUCT MANUAL—a guide to use select-
Western Wood; and

MOD 24 HURE—a comparative cost guide to use technical data on 24-inch joists, rafters, and beams. etc.

I NEVER REALIZED HOW MUCH MONEY you can SAVE DOWN HERE.

Doesn't do a thing.

DO YOU THINK IT MIGHT HELD?
Architectural Record presents...

**fifteen issues a year for architects & engineers**

**one each month... and three spotlight issues**

The editors of Architectural Record regularly throughout the year present a wide variety of editorial content specifically geared to the known interests of architects and engineers.

In addition, responding to the need of architects and engineers for in-depth presentations of significant trends and developments in major areas of interest, the editors of Architectural Record each year publish three Spotlight issues. Each is an expansion of a continuing feature in the regular issues of the Record.

**RECORD HOUSES AND APARTMENTS**
The annual mid-May issue devoted to the year's best architect-designed houses and apartments. Nearly 44,000 architect and engineer subscribers... plus distribution to 20,000 Sweet's-qualified builders and 4,000 Sweet's-qualified interior design offices.

**ENGINEERING FOR ARCHITECTURE**
To be published initially in mid-August 1974 and annually thereafter. A survey and analysis for architects and engineers of the most significant current developments in engineering for buildings. Bonus coverage of newly active building engineers.

**PRODUCT REPORTS**
The annual mid-October round-up of the most interesting new and improved building products. Organized by the Uniform Construction Index, this "product file on the drawing board" provides a quick up date of out-of-date catalogs and literature.

Architectural Record
A McGraw-Hill Market Directed Publication
For more information, see classification 4.

Reach the readers in the following magazines in their SRDS classifications: American Machinist 88 • Architectural Record 4 • Aviation Week & Space Technology 7 • Business Week 20 • Chemical Engineering 28, 111 • Chemical Week 28 • Coal Age 93 • College & University Business 132 • Construction Methods & Equipment 41 • Contemporary OB/GYN 87 • Contemporary Surgery 87 • Curriculum Product Review 38 • Electrical Construction & Maintenance 39 • Electrical Wholesaling 39 • Electrical World 39 • Electronics 40 • Engineering and Mining Journal 93 • Engineering News-Record 41 • Fleet Owner 96 • House & Home 19 • Industry Mart 88 • International Management 20 • Medical World News 87 • Modern Healthcare 65 • Modern Packaging 107A • Modern Plastics 114 • National Petroleum News 6, 111 • Nation's Schools 132 • The Physician and Sports Medicine 87 • Postgraduate Medicine 87 • Power 113B, 117 • Textile World 143 • 33 Magazine 88 • 26 plus 96 • World Manufacturing 88
Put fun and action in your recreation and park areas

with Vandal-Proof,
Theft-Proof, Color-Proof
Miracle Equipment

BASKETBALL BACKBOARDS — Single or double post with fiber glass or steel backboards, nylon or chain nets make this equipment very versatile and long-lasting. Fan or rectangular backboard. Perfect for children and adults. Model 704 through 755.

RING-A-ROUND TABLE —Add class and comfort to your rec area with these fiber glass single unit table and bench sets with molded-in color. Model 1101 with fiberglass umbrella; Model 1100 without umbrella.

MODULAR BENCHES — Circle a tree, line a curved walk, encircle a flower bed or fountain with colorful benches that come in sections that bolt together. Inside, outside curved sections or straight. Order Model 1221-23.

LITTER LIMINATOR — Attractive redwood receptacle on heavy steel post helps keep grounds litter free. A 22-gallon plastic container slips out. Self-closing swivel cover optional. Model 1120 or Model 1121 (with cover).

Write for a FREE catalog

MIRACLE RECREATION EQUIPMENT COMPANY

Box 2754-V • 515/236-7336
Grinnell, Iowa 50112
**Architectural Record Books**

**FOR THE 70'S AND BEYOND**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TECHNIQUES OF SUCCESSFUL PRACTICE: William Foxhall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A book filled with tested ideas and techniques to help solve many of the day-to-day problems of architectural practice. Included is information for both new and established practitioners on the changing practice of architecture, new types of clients and building processes...ideas on marketing architectural services, avoiding legal problems, establishing management procedures, techniques for various modes of practice, and much more!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$14.95 172 pp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1974</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROFESSIONAL CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND PROJECT ADMINISTRATION: William Foxhall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A review of emerging trends in the management of large construction projects and the administration of cost control and management services. Including information on organizing for professional construction management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15.00 114 pp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URBAN DESIGN AS PUBLIC POLICY: Jonathan Barnett</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practical Methods for Improving Cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written by the former Director of the New York City Urban Design Group, this definitive book is a handbook on new techniques and approaches to make cities workable and human. Practically and concisely, the book shows how planners, architects, engineers, designers, and others can work with the myriad of private and public interests in their own city to achieve a successful urban design methodology that produces results!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15.00 208 pp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERIOR SPACES DESIGNED BY ARCHITECTS: Barclay Gordon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The most comprehensive collection of contemporary architect-designed interiors yet published...a reflection of a major new facet of the expanding design profession. Included are residential and non-residential interiors, covering all major building types—showing new uses for old materials and new materials, new design trends, and lingering regional traits. An important book for all professionals interested in &quot;both sides of the wall&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$22.50 240 pp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVAILABLE MAY 1974</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Order your books now — use this handy coupon.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architectural Record Books</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.O. Box 682, Hightstown, New Jersey 08210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please send me the following selection(s) that I have indicated below.

If I enclose payment with my order, Architectural Record Books will pay postage and handling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>TECHNIQUES OF SUCCESSFUL PRACTICE @ $14.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PROFESSIONAL CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT @ $15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>URBAN DESIGN AS PUBLIC POLICY @ $15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOUSES ARCHITECTS DESIGN FOR THEMSELVES @ $22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERIOR SPACES DESIGNED BY ARCHITECTS @ $22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD BOOK OF VACATION HOUSES @ $9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SEND TO:**

**Name:**

**Address:**

**City:**

**State:**

**Zip:**

"Dream house"...practical book is a handbook on new techniques to help solve many of the day-to-day problems of architectural practice. Written by the former Director of the New York City Urban Design Group, this definitive book is a handbook on new techniques and approaches to make cities workable and human. Practically and concisely, the book shows how planners, architects, engineers, designers, and others can work with the myriad of private and public interests in their own city to achieve a successful urban design methodology that produces results! $15.00 208 pp.

A book for all who own—or hope to own—their own home! Presented with photographs (many in full color), floor plans and site plans, the 61 houses in this book reflect the individual needs, desires, and design philosophy of their architect owners. You'll find houses for a variety of sites, budgets, locations and life-styles—each with exciting ideas to help you plan your own "dream house".$16.95 180 pp. AVAILABLE JUNE 1974

A sparkling collection of architect-designed vacation houses for all climates and terrains—from a mountaintop chalet in British Columbia to a beach house in Florida. The houses represent designs for all income levels and site situations, from the California mountains to the dunes of Long Island. A beautiful and stimulating gathering of dreams for that home-away-from home that we all desire, brought to reality in these outstanding designs. $9.95 245 pp.

The 61 houses in this book reflect the individual needs, desires, and design philosophy of their architect owners. You'll find houses for a variety of sites, budgets, locations and life-styles—each with exciting ideas to help you plan your own "dream house".
SHEETROCK® W/R Gypsum Panels: the hidden quality you can demonstrate to home prospects.

WETROCK W/R is the specially-treated panel that sheds moisture in bathrooms, basements and laundry areas—keeps tile, paint or paper beautifully intact for years. That's because water-resistant all the way through, from face paper to back paper. You'll find SHEETROCK W/R gives the "inside" story that helps close more sales. Fill in coupon now for W/R sample and information.

MAIL COUPON FOR MORE INFORMATION
United States Gypsum, 101 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60606,
Dept. AR-54. Please send:
☐ Complete technical literature. ☐ Easy reproduction of ad with actual W/R sample.

Company

Address

City. State Zip
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### Architectural Record

**McGraw-Hill Inc., 1221 Avenue of the Americas**

New York, New York 10020

Advertising Sales Mgr.: Louis F. Kutscher (212) 997-2838

Eastern Sales Mgr.: Robert Klench (212) 568-6161

District Offices:

- **Atlanta 30309**: Edward G. Graves (404) 892-2868
- **Boston 02116**: 607 Boylston St. (617) 262-1160
- **Chicago 60611**: James A. Anderson (312) 751-3770
- **Cleveland 44113**: Willis W. Ingersoll (216) 781-7000
- **Denver 80202**: Harry R. Doyle (303) 266-3863
- **Detroit 48202**: 1400 Fisher Bldg. (313) 873-7410
- **Los Angeles 90010**: Richard R. Butera (213) 487-1160
- **New York 10020**: Blair McLennan (212) 997-3584
- **Philadelphia 19102**: Robert G. Klench (215) 568-6161
- **Pittsburgh 15222**: Edward C. Well III (412) 391-1314
- **St. Louis 63011**: Richard Gaiser (314) 227-1600
- **San Francisco 94111**: Richard R. Butera (415) 362-4600

**Chapters and Regional Offices**

- Architectural Record Books
- Architectural Record House of 1974

**Architects**

- Robert A. M. Stern
- Philip Johnson
- Richard Meier
- Frank Gehry
- Cesar Pelli
- I. M. Pei
- Frank O. Gehry

### Advertising

- Woodbridge Ornamental Iron Co.
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4 SOLID REASONS WHY ARCHITECTS SPECIFY HOMASOTE FLOOR DECKING

Structural Sub-Floor. Homasote 4-Way® Floor Decking is a high-density, easy to handle, structural panel capable of supporting uniform live loads up to 100 lb./sq. ft. Homasote 4-Way® Floor Decking is shaped with Tongue and Groove for easy application.

Thermal Insulation. In addition to its structural strength, Homasote 4-Way® Floor Decking has a thermal conductivity "k" value that is up to 114% better than the "k" value of wood or plywood subfloors. Use of Homasote 4-Way® Floor Decking can be a significant contribution to the total insulation in any building.

Sound Deadening. When Homasote 4-Way® Floor Decking was used in a laboratory floor/ceiling system (test details available on request), the tested floor/ceiling structure obtained an STC rating of 50 and an INR or + 21.

In-Place Carpet Underlayment. Once the Homasote 4-way® Floor Decking is installed, no additional layers are required. Its resilient surface provides in-place, wall-to-wall underlayment that will protect and prolong the life of carpet and pad.

Homasote 4-Way® Floor Decking is code approved, is available in 2' x 8' standard panels and in 2 thicknesses for both 16" o.c. and 24" o.c. joist spacing.

Homasote 4-Way® Floor Decking is the ideal, one-application dry decking for low-rise apartments, motels, condominiums and multi-family housing. For construction economy and long-term value, architects have recognized Homasote products, for over 65 years, as a different form of wood that makes sense!

For product literature write: The Homasote Company, Box 240, West Trenton, New Jersey 08628
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Pampering Picky Patients

Let's face it. When we don't feel well, we soon become irritable and picky. Even the best of food soon becomes tasteless, the most comfortable bed becomes a couch of nails, and plumbing fixtures and fittings that aren't really suited to the needs of the convalescent seem like medieval torture instruments.

That's why Eljer designed a complete new line of health-care plumbingware, including the Sanus closet with bedpan washer, the Wheelchair lavatory, the special Cornelia corner lavatory for patients, and the Clinic specimen closet.

Each one was designed for maximum ease of use, comfort and convenience, to pamper the picky patient. You'll find these fixtures, plus over 290 other plumbingware items, each carefully designed to serve its particular function, fully detailed and illustrated in Eljer's new “Hospital/ Institutional Plumbing Fixtures and Fittings” catalog.

Hospita l-styled plumbingware . . . one example of Eljer's ability to meet any commercial building need with a complete line of well-designed, quality plumbing products.

Most buildings are designed for people — pamper them all by specifying Eljer's plumbingware. Send for Eljer's 62-page “Hospital/Institutional” catalog:

ELJER PLUMBINGWARE, Wallace-Murray Corp.
Dept. AR, 3 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222